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PREFACE TO FY 77/78 KOREA PRO .. "'ECT PAPER 
The attached project paper for a H~using Investment Guaranty 
Program for Korea has been revised pursuant to Asia Bureau and 
SER/H review from a proposed level of $25 millio~H1G in FY 77 
to a new level of $15 million and a corresponding elimination of 
the 13 pyong size apartment units in cities outside of Seoul. 
Income limitations will be established for all units in both the 
secondary cities and Seoul. The upper limit of the target income 
group for the 13 pyong unit in Seoul is the 30th percentile. 
Time has not permitted the full editing of the attached project 
paper to reflect these ~hanges. Therefore, in every instance 
where $25 million is mentioned for the FY 77 program, the reader 
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B. Recommendations 
It is recommended that a $40 million Housing Guar_soty Progr&m be approved 
for fiscal years 1977 and 1978 and that an initial. $15,000,000 Housing Guar-
anty be authorized for FY 77, with the following proposed terms to be negoti-
ated by the Borrower and the U.S. Lendor: 
1. Maturity: Up tothi~_tx_]e~rs, including a grace period of 
up to ten years. 
2. Interest~ Prevailing U.S. capit,u market rate, not to exceed the 
FHA rate by' more than .5%. 
Non-Negotiable terms include: 
1. Host,. government guaranty to AID 
2. Interest and principal repB\fable in U. S. dollars. 
3. All) Guaranty Fee of .5% on the outstanding balance. 
Authorizati9n oL the 1978 lUG loan will be contingent. upon.an. __ 
analysis and report acceptable to the Asia Bureau of the progress 
made by the ROKG and Korea Housing Bank in implementation of the 
1977 housing financed policy decisions and program and the develop-
ment of operating policy and procedures by the KHB to more effec-
_tively provide mortgage financing to lower income families. 
C. Description of the Project 
The 1977-78 Housing Guaranty Program has been developed as a two stage 
effort designed to assist the ROKG implement basic changes in its housing 
finance policy in order to provide increased access of lower income families 
to long term mortgage financing and to assist the ROKG develop the institu-
tional framework for a housing finance system capable of meeting increasingly 
greater demands for housing fin~ce. Subordinate purposes are to continue 
the work previously undertaken by the government in the development of national 
housing policy; support the KNHC program during the interim period (1977-78) 
vhile a domestic financial system capable of meeting the KNHC program needs 
is implemented; demonstrate the utility of sma.ll expandable row house as a 
further mechanism for providing lower-income housing and; to support the 
government plans and programs for development of regional industrialization 
as an alternative to the continued growth of Seoul. 
*Only this page and the Project Paper Facesheet have been revised 
to reflect the Asia Project Advisory Committee (APAC) decision to 
reduce the FY 1977 HIG program in Korea to $15,000,000j the rest 
of this PP is the original version considered by the APAC. 
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The initiation of housing finance policy changes negotiated as part 
of the 1977 program are expected to reduce the existing constraint of 
limited ROKG financial resources available for housing, and expand the 
private sector aavings for investment in the shelter sector. The creation 
of a more efficient and expanded housing finance system will remove the 
major remaining barrier to the expansion of shelter services to lower-
income urban families. 
In order to achieve the housing finance objective, the ROKG is initiating 
changes in savings deposit rates and mortgage lending rates to increase housing 
finance resources and to more realistically reflect the cost of such funds in 
its lending. Additionally, the principal housing finance institution, the Korea 
Housing Bank (KHB) is instituting policy and procedural changes designed to 
encourage less expensive housing and direct increasing levels of its lending 
toward lower income groups. 
As the first step in developing a more efficient housing finance system, 
the ROKG is taking steps· to expand the domestic supply of housing capital and 
spread the available capital to meet the housing needs of a greater number of its 
citizens. 
Section II.A.3 of this paper presents a comprehensive analysis of the 
o~erall housing finance situation in Korea and the ROKG policy regarding change 
in the existing system. In summary these changes are: 
To increase the deposit rate for individual savings in the KHB. 
To establish a unified mortgage rate for loans made with KHB savings 
and national housing i'unds. 
To increase the mortgage lending rate for loans made with national 
housing (bond) fUnds from 8% to a rate of 12 to 15%. 
To expand the capitalization of both the KNEC and the KHB. 
To expand the geographic coverage of the KHB. 
To reduce the subsidy element in the public housing program through 
higher mortgage interest rates. 
The ROKG housing finance policy decisions are a major step in the direction of 
developing an effective housing finance system and are clearly steps which have 
required a significant political will and commitment. 
The KNEC has been the principal institution in Korea responsible for the 
housing finance and policy changes which are now 'taking place. Continued direct 
support to the KNEC program in 1977 is considered essential to the continued evo-
lution and development of Korea's housing finance policy and to avoid a curtailment 
of the KNEC program while the new finance policies are implemented ana the KHB 
develops the capacity to mobilize increased savings and manage an expanded and 
broader operation.-r 
In support of the bousing finance policy decisions of the ROKG and the 
continued development of the KNHC, the proceeds of the 1977 RIG loan will be 
loaned by the KNEC to individual families for long-term mortgage financing of 
small expandable row houses and apartments constructed by the Korea National 
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Housing Corporation. Loans will be made on terms reflecting the housing 
finance policy decisions made by the ROKG in the negotiations of the 1977 
RIG. Beneficiaries of this financing will be b~tween the 20% and 50% of 
the urban income distribution. 
The KNHC projects to be financed with the 1977 RIG are located in six-
teen cities through Korea. A total of 25 separate projects are involved. 
The selection of these locations has been made in suppart of the ROKG plans 
for regional development and development of alternative growths polls. 
Site locations have also considered the severity of the urban housing 
shortage throughout Korea and therefore projects are to be undertaken in 
Seoul notwithstanding the objective of supporting regional growth and 
development plans. 
A detailed discussion of the KNHC projects is presented in Section II B 
and III A of this paper. The principal innovative feature of the KNRC 
projects is the introduction of small (8 pyong) expandable row houses in 
secondary cities which have been designed to capture lower unit construc-
tion costs and permit expansion by the homeovner at a later date e~loying 
either self-help or contract services. The balance of the KNEC projects 
will be 8, 10 and 13 pyong apartments which continue the pattern established 
in the 1976 BIG loan and will reinforce the market for the smaller, i.e. 8 
pyong units in Seoul as well as introduce the small apartment unit to secon-
dary cities. 
Resident and short-term technical assistance will :Je provic.ed under the 
1977 guaranteed loan to help the KHB restructure its operation to implement 
the finance policy and procedural changes which have been negotiated and to 
undertake detailed study of additional elements of its housing poli:y and 
housing finance system. Related to this effort, short-term training of 
KNEC, KHB and MOe staff will be provi1ed in the areas of housing policy, 
housing finance, and project design and evaluation. 
The 1978 BIG will be loaned directly to the KHB to support an expanded 
l~uuing program reflecting the technical assistance provided under the 1977 
loan to include home improvement lending as well as loans to credit unions 
and cooperative organizatio~s. 
The KHB does not presently have the necessary authority to borrow 
under the HIG program. Such authority will be obtained from the Korean 
National Assembly in November 1977. 
D. Summary of Findings 
The proposed projects, as designed, will support the ROKG effort to 
develop its housing finance system to make it more responsive to the needs 
of lower-income families and capable of mobilizing more financial resources 
to meet the demand at alllewels of its society for improved shelter. 
The projects are also designed to support the ROKG in further identifi-
cation, analyses and formulation of national housing finance pollcies anc1 
procedures as a continuation of the initial efforts of the government to 
more effectively use its existing housing finance resources and develop the 
additional resources needed to meet the overall housing demand. 
The increased availability of long-term financing for lower-cost 
shelter will have a favorable impact on the housing needs and standard of 
living of lover-income families. 
The Korea National Housing Corporation has demonstrated its ability to 
effectively plan and produce increasingly larger volumes of low-income housing 
annually and its commitment to development of lower cost minimum standard units. 
The Korea Housing Bank is the principal government financial institu-
tion for the housing sector. It has not, however, been a major factor in 
addressing the shelter needs of lower-income families due to the limited 
resources at its disposal, restrictive government policies regarding saving 
deposit and mortgage lending rates, and a conservative banking approach 
to the problems of shelter. With the housing finance policy changes negotiated 
with the government, the opportunity now exists to develop the KHB into a 
major housing finance institution, capable of providing financing for lover-
income families and complementing the Korea National Housing Corporation 
as the principal producer of lower-income public housing. 
AID has had no experience vi tb the KIm under its RIG program and tbe 
capacity and effectiveness of tbe KHB to serve lover-income families vill 
be closely monitored. Technical assistance vill be provided to tbe Bank 
under the 1977 project in tbe areas of housing bank policies and procedures, 
savings mobilization and credit review of applicants. 
E. Project Issues 
No project issues were raised at the PID reviev of this project. 
II. PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
A. Background 
1. Housing in Korea 
ApprOximately 50% of Korea's population or 17.5 million people lived 
in 35 urban areas as of October 1976. Ten years earlier the urban popula-
tion was only 9.8 million. During tbe period 1960 to 1970, the average 
population growth rate for these urban areas vas 8%. During the ensuing 
five years tbe growth rate de~ned to an average of 4.7% per year, yet 
the urban populatrn-n grew from 13.5 million to 16.7 million. A significant 
proportion of these people have been unable to obtain their ovo homes 
and have resorted to renting roams or living in substandard or illegal 
housing. 
Tbe origin of the sbelter problem in Korea began with the movement 
of repatriated Koreans fram Japan after the end of the Second World War. 
Additional refugees flowed south as the Soviet Union took over administration 
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ot the northern portion ot Korea trom Japan. The total intlux ot ref'ugees 
during the period 1945 and 1946 is estimated to be 4 million persons. 
Still additional refugees entered the southern part of the peninsula 
during the Korean War. During this period no public housing programs 
existed and the influx of homeless found shelter in either spontaneous 
squatter communities, primarily in Seoul and Pusan, or in renting small 
rooms in existing homes. .~ 
The next major influx to the urban areas coincided with the rapid indus-
trial expansion of Seoul, Pusan and Inchon during the 1960' s with the con-
sequent attraction of significant rural families to Seoul and the two other 
cities. During this same period there was no effective housing program 
for either the middle- or low-income family. The total government ex-
penditures for public housing during the period 1962 to 1971 was only $518 
million, less the 2.45% of the GNP for this period. As a result, the 
housing shortage in the urban areas increased by an estimated 466,000 
units between 1960 and 1967. 
With the development of the third five-year plan in 1972, the govern-
ment at lESt indicated its awareness of the housing problem and its inten-
tion to address housing as a principal means of improving the standard of 
living of its citizens. The housing targets of the third give-year plan 
were to construct 760,531 new housing units with an investment of $3.,234 
million (Won 1,562,311.9 million). In 1972, the government passed tne 
Housing Construction and Promotion Law which was aimed at formulp-ting a 
housing construction plan for low-income groups, raising housing funds, 
maintaining housing stock and producing housing materials on a large scale. 
Also in 1972, the government passed the Extraordinary LKV for Housing 
Improvement which authorized local governments to rehabilitate public land 
belonging to various central government ministries. 
In 1972, the ROKG also re~uested AID to undertake a Shelter Sector 
Stu~. That study was completed and a BIG loan negotiated in 1973. 
The objective of the first RIG project was to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of high density condominium apartments as a partial solution to 
Korea's urban housing problem in general and in particular, as a means of 
addressing the problem of high cost urban land. 
Subsequent RIG projects were authorized in 1974, 1975 and 1976. 
With each new project AID's objectives expanded, reflecting the re-
definition of AID's Shetler Policy focus upon the urban poor, the develop-
ment of national housing policy, institutional development and ~inimum 
shelter projects. The evolution of the AID program also reflected the 
rapport and confidence which developed between AID and the Korean housing 
agencies with each succeeding project. Undeniably, the ability of AID 
through its Housing Guaranty Program to provide sizable levels of financing 
which the government needed to carry out its programs was a major factor 
in the willingness of the ROKG housing agencies to initiate efforts along 
the lines proposed by AID (e.g. development of a national housing policy, 
introduction of progressively smaller and relatively less costly units, 
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introduction of new approaches to the squatter communities first in Seoul 
and subsequently on a national scale, and the introduction in 1976 of the 
7.5 pyo~g expandable unit, the smallest housing unit produced by the 
public housing program). 
At the time AID authorized its first HIG project iL 1973, the KHC 
produced 5,109 units primarily for the middle-income marke~. In contrast, 
the KHC progre.m in 1976 built 19,043 units and had as additional 18,363 
units partially completed (a 273% increase in its production capactiy). 
This level of production is comparable to that of the Singapore Housing 
Authority which produced 25,000 units in 1975. Clearly Korea has a much 
larger population than Singapore, but the accomplishment is nevertheless 
outstanding and finds no comparison in any other developing country. 
Equally important, the foC'us of the KNEC progra:n shi fted from larger units 
designed for middle-income families in 1972 to the production of 7, 10, 
13 and 15 pyong units affordable by lower income families in the 1976 
program. 
The fourth five-year plan for the period 1977-81 published in December, 
1976 identifies the basic goals of the government's plan of growth, ef-
ficiency and equity. Specifically, the plan states it is the government's 
intention "to build an economic structure for self-sustaining growth, to 
increase equity in income dis~ribution through social development and to 
improve technology and efficiency of the economy. Fundamental to t~e 
achievement of these goals is the preservation of national security and 
the pursuit of an improved standard of 11 ving. III Senior ROKG spokesmen, 
most notable the Deputy Prime Minister, have stated that the improvement 
of housing is to be one of the key components cf the government efforts 
toward improved standards of living. 
It is also now recogni zed by the ROY.n that the achievement. of its 
hOUSing objectives are dependent upon the development of ~ adequate 
housing finance system which e~fectively utilizes existing housing finance 
resources and will be capable of mobilization of increas1r.e; levels of 
financial resources. 
The fourth five-year plan has set a goal for the construction of 1. 3 
million units and the reduction of the housing shortage froo 25% in 1975 
to 20% in 1981. To achieve these goals, the government estimates a total 
investment requirement of Won 2,640,500,000,000 ($7.469,000,000 at $1 • 483). 
Public sector goals are to const.ruct 512,000 units est.imated to require 
Won 600,300,000,000 ($1,242,900,000) while the private sector is expected 
to supply 818,000 units at an estimated investment of Won 2,040,200,000,000 
($4,224,100,000). _ 
ITbe Fourth Five-Year Economic Development Plan, 1977-81, Government of' 
the Republic of Korea, December. 1976. 
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The public sector program is approximately 20% of the total number 
of units and 23% of the total investment projected for total housing sector 
during the plan period. The fourth five-year plan projection represents 
a 3.84% allocation of GNP to the housing sector. 
Public sector housing programs are defined by the National Housing 
POlicy as directed at lower-income homeless households. The private 
sector with government support through various tax ineentives 13 expected 
to serve the middle- and upper-income groups. Within the public sector 
the principal institutions are the Korea National Housing Corporation and 
the Korea Housing Bank. The KNEC is basically a constructor of housing 
but has acted as a financing institution as well, using funds from the 
central government budget, allocations of national housing funds (i.e. 
housing bonds and housing lotteries) and HIG loans to extend long-term 
mortgage credit to homeowners. The Korea Housing Bank established in 1969 
is the only government institution designed solely for the purpose of 
prOviding mortgage financing. 
An analysis of the KHB operation is presented in Section II A 3 of 
this paper. In summary, the KHB has been serving both the middle-income 
market as .. Tell as the lower-income market which it V&S originally designed 
to serve. The Bank operates on funds from gove~ent budget~· appropria-
tion, proceeds from sale of government housing bonds and lottf'ries, sale of 
its own bonds, and savings cieposited by individuals. The major constraint 
upon the Bank expansion is the high cost of funds in the open market, 
restrictive government interest rate and mortgage lending policies, the 
disparity between the financial capacity of lo~er income groups and open 
market interest rates and a generally conservative banking approach to 
mortgage leveling. 
Additional institution in the public housing sector are the muni~ipal 
governmects which construct housing on a contractual b~sis USing cent~al 
government allocation of national housing funds (i.e. housing tc~lJ and 
housing lot~eries). 
The final major pJblic institution is the Ministry of Construction 
which is responsible-fo~ establishing and monitoring ho~sing policy and 
the annual government housing construction program to be carried out by 
the KNEC, KHB and municipal g~vernment. 
With the development of the KNHC into an effective public housing 
institution capallle of producing significant annual levels of nev housing, 
the major constraint on the putlic housing sector in Korea is the in-
adequate supply of financing to enable familied, particularly lover income 
families, to purchase housing. As first mentioned, the purpose of the 
proposed 1977 HIG project is to encourage and assist the ROKG to initiate 
housing finance policy, procedural and institutional changes, · ... hich · ... i11 
have the effect of reducing the housing finance constraint and prOviding 
improved shelter to lover-income families in particular and all income 
KrOUDS in ~eneral. 
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2. AID Project Assistance 
&. COmPleted Housing Projects 
1) 197~-1976 Projects 
From 1973 to the present AID RIG-financed projects have 
resulted in the constructiac of 19.230 units to the benefit 
of over 100,000 people. The clear trend over ilis four-year 
period has been a progression from fairly large (22 wong-780 
sq. ft.) units built in 1973 for middJ..e cJ..ass families to 
moderate (13 and 15 pyong-461 and 532 sq. ft. ) units and, 
most recently, very sma..U units (7 1/2 and 10 pyong-266 and 
355 sq. ft.) for low-income families below the second decile. 
The four loe.ns for apartment unl ts, one in each year, have 
gone to the KNHC in amounts of 10, 20, 25 and 15 million 
dollars, respectively. The number of units financed ha.s 
ranged tram 1490 the first year to 9200 in 1975, averaging 
4775 per ye~ for the four years. The price charged p~r unit 
has fallen from approximately $9,000 for the 1973 larger 
apartments to less th.e.n ha.l..f this amount ($4475) for the small 
recently built 7 1/2 pyong units. 
AID has had significant and positive impact with its RIG pro-
gram i,T1 Korea to date. In a case study of this program fran 
its inception in Korea in 1971.to the present, PADCQ high-
lighted certain spe~~fic accomplishments that may be attrib-
uted to AID's presence in the housing field in Korea as 
follows : 
a) A dramatic reduction in the cost of units built over 
the lifetime of the HG program, changing the entire char-
acter of the KNHC program frOl'1 a middle-class program to 
one benefitting urban low-income families. 
b) A delllOostration of the feasibility of condominium 
apartments as a viable alternative to trw tional single-
family hO~Bes in Korea. With the reduction in costs men-
tioned above this has allowed persons previously excluded 
tram the housing market to become homeowners in forms of 
construction adapted to the very high urban densities 
of Korea. 
c) A gradual but marked and highly significant move away 
from .;pecific projects, which in themselves can never 
resolve the enormous problems of shelter in Korea, as is 
true elsewhere, to policy formulation, specifical.ly in 
the critical housing finance area. This evolution has 
not come out of 8.IIY particular camponeot of a loan agree-
~nt but rather tram the constant and effective di&logue 
and interaction between AID and the Korean institutions 
responsible for the exec~ and develOJlllellt of housing 
policy. 
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d) ~rough and conscientious effort at monitoring 
and eval.uation. by KrmC of its own programs J initiated 
at the request of AID but proceeding very effectively 
out o~ a commitment on the part of KrmC to the evalua-
tion concept, which it is now applying to non-AID 
assisted projects as well as these supported by BIG 
loans. Through this newly devised evaluation syste~, 
it is believed tha.t the iGmC can. gain better understanding 
of the receptivity accorded its housing among the people 
affected. From this greater awareness should come a 
finely-tuned program responsive to the expressed needs 
and desires of the Korean population. 
2) Evaluation 
In February, 1977 the KNHC conducted an ex post evaluation 
of its BIG supported apartment units. A random s8lllple of 
749 units was selected representing apartments of every size 
built under the Program; 7 1/2, 10, 13, 15, and 22 pyongs, 
from each of the four projects, one each :;ear, 1.973-1976 in 
nine Korean cities. The Pt..U"IJose of the survey was to gain 
some understanding of what living in the apartments meant to 
the residents compared to their previous place of residence. 
Generally, the picture which emerges from this st~dy is of a 
stable population which, despite certain reservations regard-
ing the physical design and maintenance of their apprtment 
buildings and surrounding areas, felt a number of major improve-
ments in their living conditions which can be directly attrib-
uted to their residence in the apartments. 
Specifically; the average household monthly income in current 
prices for all BIG apartment dwellers surveyed including the 
1973 middle-income project was found as of February 1977 to 
be 87,937 Won or 12% under the EPB ~ban average for the same 
time period (i.e. 98,420 Won). 
The average monthly ~amily income exc1udiJg the 1973 project 
was W 68,186 or 44% below the EPB average. In terms of the 
1976 HIG projects the average monthly incame of all surveyed 
families purchasing the 7 1/2 pyong unit was W 49,576 corres-
ponding to the 3.3 decile. For the 10 and 13 pyong units 
the average monthly incomes of all ~urchasers were W 61,149 
and W 77,712 respectively which correspond to the 4.1 and 
5.1 decile of the Dece!!lber 1976 estimated urban income distri-
bution. 
The Febr'Jary 1977 surrey reveals that the average monthly 
family income at current prices of all surveyed purchasers of 
RIG financed units has declined from W 81,364 for the 1974 
project to W 75,837 for the 1975 project to W 67,438 for the 
1976 project. The estimated all city median family income 
as of December 1976 vas W 73,000 per month. 
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Educational level of the head of how;;eho1d is high, with 
95.3 percent having rinished high school, or above, and 
UDe~loyment is low, at 3.5 percent. Only 7.8 percent of the 
sample had any debts beyond the mortgage p~ent to KNEe. 
The general impression one gets rrom this evaluation is or a 
group of lower-income ramilies who derinitely feel their lot 
has improved as a consequence of their move to the apart-
ments. To cite a few of the most indicative responses: over 
a third of the residents '33.4%) re1t their children's bealth 
had improved after moving to the apartments, close to three 
quarters (71.3%) of the population sampled felt that the air 
around their apartment was better than where they had lived 
previously (i.e. generally, dense center-city neighborhoods); 
two thirds (67.6%) of the residents felt safer as regards to 
crime and vandalism than in the part of the city they had 
lived in previously; and while almost all (92.3%) of the 
residents statec they now lived near recreational facilities 
less than half (47.8~) were se favorably situated in their 
previous place of residence. Perhaps the mosi significant 
rinding attesting to the success of the AID RIG-financed 
apartment units was the almost unanimous (95.3%) feeling on 
the part of the residents sampled that living in the apart-
ment community would help their children have a better 
ruture. 
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b. Current Projects 
am ..;.Seotil·Cit Authorized 
a.. status: The initial. improvement project is being 
carried' out in an area on the northJlank of" the Han 
Ri ver bown as Oksoo No.3. The area covers 29,60 a 
pyong and contains 536 housing units. accommodating 
1,200 households. Initial studies were undertaken in 
1976 and the project design completed in September. 
Int'ra.structure improvements in the pilct project began 
in October 1976 and were completed in June 1977. The 
improvements consist of installation ~f water and sewer 
lines and minimum. widening of roads to permit access of" 
emergency vehicles and pump trucks for removal of human 
waste, construction ot a community center and repair and 
improvement of wal.kw"ays throughout the area. This effort 
has already brought a significant improvement in the 
neighborhood. The loan program. for land purchase, home 
improvement and home replacement is now undervay and 
should be completed this Fall. Land prices and financing 
terms and conditions have been developed using stepped 
interest rates in order to assure atfordability by no 
less than 90 percent of the area residents. All residents 
will be given the oppor';unity to purchase land and to 
improve their existing homes. 
The City has agreed, as part of the HIG program, that 
existing legal constraints on minimum land size and 
bui.lding codes will n01; be applied '..ri thin the improve-
ment area and any family wishing to improve their exist-
ing dwelling -.rill be eligible for a ~ome improvement loan. 
The procedures and administrative framework to implement 
projects have been developed and the City is reaey to 
move into larger projects. Projects totaling $2.5 million 
with improvement of 2-3,000 houses are scheduled for this 
year. 
Projects selected for this year include an expansion of 
theOksoo project to encompass ~wo adjacent parts of the 
larger community and will begin to focus on the needs of 
the whole area as w~ll as neighborhood improvement. 
Planning has also begun on a group of squatter areas in 
the Southeast part of the City across the:fan River for 
this year's program. These areas, Machun No.1, 2, and 3, 
include some of the worst housing and lowest income 
2) 
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~amilies in the City. Some self-help projects have 
Bl.ready been undertaken in these areas, but parts 
have few existing services and many of the houses are 
earthblock structures with makeshift roofing. One of 
the areas includes squatters occupying private land 
which the City plans to buy and resell to the occu-
pants. The legal areas surrounding the selected 
projects are also in need of development, and a plan 
for the whole e:ea is being included in studies for 
the selected projects. Other projects in the s~e 
area will be scheduled for next year and 'When complete, 
all of the squatter ai"eas in that part of the City 
will have been legalized and improved. 
b. Evaluation System: Seoul City has submitted a 
comprehensive evaluation plan for Oksoo No. 3 and the 
additiona.l project sites. The original base line sur-
vey for Oksoo-3 was undertaken by Professor Kim, 
Rae-Dong of the Seoul National University in 1975. At 
present the Housing Bureau of Seoul City is in the 
process of contracting its evaluation work out to 
the Department of Urban Studies of Seoul City College. 
For the remainder of this year, there are four major 
activities planned for the eValuation of Seoul City's 
upgrading program: 
(1) Base-line surveys of new squatter communi-
ties scheduled for upgrading - August-September. 
(2) Case studies of families taking home improve-
ment and replacem~nt loans - October; 
(3) Follow-up survey in Oks 00-3 , to be compared 
to original base-line survey of 1975 - November; 
(4) Institutional self-evaluation, in August 
and December, 
am - Secondar Authorized 
Bo. Current Status: The Korea National Housing Corpora-
tion has completed detailed socio-economic and physical 
analyses of eight squatter areas in Masan, Iri, and Daegu. 
One initial project in each city has been selected and 
detailed plans e.re no .. being prepared. KNHC plans to 
negotiate the Loan and begin implementation of the Hasan 
41id Iri projects in October', A Minimal Shelter Unit has 
been established within the KNEC, to develop improvement 
projects (and eventually other low income schemes). This 
unit has been gaining experience rapidly and has established 
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Yorking re.l.a.tionsh.ips with the secondary' cities. The 
administrative structure for implementation is being 
desi~ed along with the project plans. 
Projects are also being discussed with the City of Busan, 
Inchon and Junju, which have expressed their interest in 
developing progt"amB. Studies rill begin when plans for 
-~ Masan and Iri are completed. 
b. . Eva! uat iOn Syst em: In February and March of this 
;year, base-line surveys were conducted with. 934 tamilies 
in. eight lev-income communities 01' three second.ar,r 
cities: Ta.egu, Iri and Mas an • Among the many tindings 
of this survey was a confirmation of the need for this 
progt"am, .in the people I s own assessment. When asked what 
were the major problems with their commmity. the resi-
dents intervieT..red gave the tirst three in Qrder at 
priority (out 01' a list of 19J as narrow lanes, poor or 
absent sewerage system~ and deficient open. spaces and 
playgrounds, all targets for improvement ir. the upgrading 
program. Additional base-line surveys rill be conducted 
in Busan later this year, or during the early- IOOnths ot 
next ;year. 
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3. Aid Policy Assistance 
8.. Developing Housing Finance Policy 
In September 1976 AID advised the ROKG in response to their enqU1r1es 
that a RIG in FY 77 would only be considered as part of a program to 
develop a housing finance sys~em which would more effectively utilize 
existing financial resources and would be capable of generating 
increased domestic invest~ent resources for the housing sector. 
Within this context, AID in November 1976 provided a consultant on 
housing finance, Dr. Richard Pratt, to 'UIldertalte a study of housing 
finance in Korea. Dr\ Pratt's study was presented to the ROKG in 
January 1977. 
The ROKG Ministry of Finance. Ministry of Construction and Economic 
Plan Bureau reviewed the consultant's report and met. first at an 
inter-ministerial directors level and subsequently the Council of 
Economic Ministers met to decide whft the goverument's plans, policies 
and programs will be in the area of housing finance. 
On May 27 the Korean Ministry of Contruction submitted to AID a set 
of policy Qecisions in response to the Housing Finance Report prepared 
by Dr. Richard Pratt. These proposals were subsequently reviewed 
by AID with assistance of Dr. Pratt. In July, 1977, the Korean 
. Na-tional Assembly approved the proposed changes in housing 
finance policy and the ROKG is now in the process of implementing the 
new policies. 
The Pratt report identified the following basic problem a.reas in the 
Korean Housing Finance system: 
1 ) Major Problems in the Housing Finance Sector 
a. Korean families whose needs and economic circumstances 
are similar and who are borrowing for identical purposes, find 
themselves paying substantially different interest rates for 
loans. In the mortgage lending field, interest rat~s on loans 
\jere tied to the source of funds from which the loans were 
made. Loans made from lottery :funds were made at four percent, 
while those made from national housing funds were made at 
eight percent, and those made from banking funds were made at 
14 percent. 
b. Market interest rates for high quality firms in the 
Korea economy are in the range of 15 to 25 percent, while 
government subsidized rates are much lower. The interest rate 
policies result in massive subsidies which a.re not a.llocated on 
a rational basis. 
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c. A subsid1: given through the interest rate causes a 
problem. in a capital short but rapidly growing country like 
Korea. The amount of subsidy is d.ir(!ctlY' proport ionate to the 
size of the loan, and each credit recipient of a low interest 
rate loan has an incentive to borrow the lII&Ximum. amount of 
f'Unds. This results in a tend.ac.cy for the extravagant use of 
capital, rather than its caref'u.l conservatiog as would be 
indicated bY' economic circumstances. ~ 
d. Commercial banks do not provide an effective source 
of mortgage credit, both because of the traditional aversion 
to long term mortgage lending and because interest rates are 
higher on shorter term commercis.l loans. In addition to the 
general problems associated with economic and interest rate 
policies, the AID analysia identified a number of problems in 
the primary' mortgage lending institution in Korea. Certain 
structural and operational problems in the Korea Housing Bank 
ms.ke it more difficult for this institution to become an 
effective provider of mortgage finance for a. broad spectrum 
of the nation's population. Some of tce areas of concern 
found in the Korea Housing Bank were: 
(1) The Korea Rous ing Bank. offers a. con.fus ing and 
voluminous array of savings' accounts, ms.king manage-
ment of the savings' function difficult, and greatly 
complicating the problem of attracting and promoting 
savings accounts. 
(2) The Korea Rousing Bank. has had difficulty attract-
ing deposits in recent years, as a re~t of the low 
market interest rates which are offered by the institu-
tiOll. 
(3) The national housing bonds, which are compu.lsory 
purchase bonds at low interest rates!1 provide a vulnera-
ble source of funds for the r~rea. Housing Bank. 
(4) The Bank's practice of m.e.k.ing be'.oW' ma.rket mortgage 
loans at interest rates from four to eight percent 
helped assure a chronic shortage of mortgage funds. 
(5) The Korea Housing Bank offers a conglomeration of 
mortgage loans of various terms and interest rates. 
(6) The Bank is curren-;ly making below market interest 
rate loans of 15 to 25 years maturity. The Bank does 
not have an obvious source of funds to maintain the 
required subsidies over the extended maturities. 
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(7) The problem of establishing a stable seJ.i'-supporting 
hous~g finance system in Korea is exacerbated by the 
present practice of the Korea Housing Bank, in making 15, 
20, and 25-year mortgage loans on a fixed interest basis. 
The long term mortgage, plus the high rate of inflation 
have combined to sharply reduce the rate of recovery of 
financial resources from mortgage borrowers. 
2) Recommendations for Change 
In recponse to the above problem areas, the Pratt report 
recommends the ROKO consider the following actions: 
a. The government should consider deregulation of 
at least limited categories of deposits and loans, 
so that financial institutions may effectively 
compete for private funds which are presently not 
being captured within the formal financial system. 
b. The Ministry of FiLance in conjunction with 
other entities within the government should seek 
to develop a standardized mortgage instrument, 
which could be used by all types of financial 
institutions willing to make long term mortgage 
loans. 
c. The government should conduct a study of the 
structure and operations of the Korea Housing Bank, 
to determiue if it can effectively provide lIXlrtgage 
credit within the natiou and should make such 
adjustments in its operations, branches, B.:ld struc-
ture, as appear necessary. 
d. The Housing Bank' 6 savings accounts should be 
simplified, in which a basic savings deposit pays 
interest from date of deposit to date of vithdrawa.l, 
and implemented at a relatively competitive market 
interest rate. 
e. The Korea Housing Bank should stop the practice 
of tying specific sources of funds to specific loans. 
Such an adjustment would redu~e the irrational alloca-
tion of credit, resulting in substantial inequity in 
the way various borrowers are treated wo are in 
~imilar economic and social circumstances. 
f. The Korea Housing Bank should revise itc; interest 
rates upward to the level which will genera.lly elimi-
nate the major subsidies tram the interest rate. 
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Such ~ adjustment in interest rates would increase 
the housing capital available to the people of 
KOrea, stop an irrational redistribution of incC1l1e, 
and provide operating f'unds for the Housing Bank. 
g. The KOrea Housing Bank should consider imple-
menting a variable payment or variable rate mortgage, 
which can be adJusted to the varyiIlg levels of infla-
t.ion and interest rates which may exist within the 
economy of Korea. As the Korean economy matures, 
the degree of capital shortage may tend to decrease 
and interest rates will fall. In this event, the 
present high level of required interest rates in the 
economy can be adjusted downwa.rd. 
3) Korea's Response to Recommendations 
The Government of Korea responded in a most positive manner 
to the suggestions made by AID and its consultant. Substan-
tial changes have been or will be implemented, both in the 
Ministry of Construction and Korea Housing Bank, to elimi-
nate many of the problems discussed in the AID report. The 
Government of Korea responded to AID's suggestions with a 
document entitled, "Plan for Improving the Housing Finance 
System," issued by the Ministry of Finance. The Government 
of Korea stated, "Professor Pratt's report relating to the 
Korea housing finance system inprovement has pointed out 
basic problems which have been implicated in housing finance 
policy and its system •.. It is firmly believed that several 
recommendations involved in this report should be an impor-
tant reference in the development of better housing finance 
policy in the fUture." Specific responses by the Government 
ot Korea to the housing policies' suggestions were as follows: 
a. Interest Rate Policy 
'r.he Government intends to pursue a long term policy, 
which will result in interest in the Government-
controlled sector moving closer to those in the open 
market. 
b. Specific Housing Policy Changes 
The following housing policy decisions have been 
adopted: 
(1) To establish a uniform i~terest rate for 
all public sector mortgage financing, regard-
less ot the unit size or source ot mortgage 
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funds. This is a direct response to two of' 
the suggestions made in the AID-sponsored 
report: "first, that the diff'erent interest 
rates charged to different individuals be 
consolidated into a single rate; and second, 
that interest rates be increased to eliminate 
the subsidy element as much a.s possible. In 
July 1977, the Korean National Assembly approved 
the proposed housing interest rate policy which 
will be implemented by presidential decree by 
January 1, 1978. Earlier implementation of this 
policy was considered by the ROKG and the 
National AsseJIibly to be Wldesirable due to the 
scheduled introduction this year of a new value 
added tax and the administrat i ve problems imple-
mentation of this new tax would create. 
(2) To establish a contract sa~ system under 
which participants must deposit Won (w) 500,000 
within a six-month ~riod, and in return will 
receive priority in the purchase of national 
housing. This policy should be effective in 
developing funds specifica.lly available for hous-
ing, and is presently in operation at the Korea 
Heus ing Bank. 
(3) To establish a short-term deposit at the 
Korea Housing Bank of one to tbxee months, paying 
preferential insured interest rates of 10 to 15 
percent. As of July 1, 1917, such an account was 
established at the Korea Housing Bank, paying 
interest of eight percent for deposits left for 
one day to one month, 12 percent for deposits lett 
for one month to three months, and 15 percent for 
deposits left for more than three months. Interest 
is paid from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. 
(4) To increase the Korea Housing Bank I S autho-
rized capital by $83 million (W40 billion) between 
1977 and 1981, and the paid in ce.phal by $20 
million (WIO billion) in 1971. The bill to 
increase the capital of the Korea Housing Bank will 
go before the parliament in the September session. 
The increase of capital for the Housing Bank will 
a.lJ.ow it to undertake more et't'ecti vely its 
increa.sed role of providing housing finance. 
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( 5) To increas e Kl'lHC authorized capi t&l by 
noo billion ($208 million). This bill rill 
go befar~ the national parliament in the 
September session, and i:f enacted rill allow 
the increase in KNHC capital over a several 
yee;r peri od. 
(6) To raise an additional Wla-billionin the 
national housing bond sales annually through 
expansion o:f the bond sales base and increase 
the amount o:f bonds which must be purchased. 
While the AID consultant did not :feel that 
hous ing bonds provided the best source o:f 
housing funds, the aggressive pursuit o:f this 
category by the Korean Government seems to 
indicate that substantial hous ing f'unds may be 
generated :from this source. 
(7) To increase int ere st paid on nat ional 
housing bonds from the current six percent to 
12 percent. This suggestion will go a long 
ways toward removing the objections of the AID 
consultant to the use of national housing bonds. 
To the extent that national housing bond interest 
rates can be brought nearer to the market 
interest rate levels, the tax and subsidy aspect 
o:f the use of national housing bonds wUl be 
greatly diminished. The rate on national hous-
ing bonds will be set by presidential decree, as 
a result o:f the National Assembly approval for 
change in legislation occurring in July 1977. 
(8) To establish a uni:form maturity of 20 years 
:for both national hOU3ing fund loans 8..'.ld loans 
made with banking funds. The increased uni:formity 
provided in the nation's mortgage loans, both by 
the standardization of interest rate ace term, 
should make the IOOrtgage a more viable financial 
instrument. Terms of mortgage loans will be set 
by the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of 
Construction and are implemented by presidential 
decree. It is estimated that uniformity in mort-
gage tems will be established in a three to six-
moth period. 
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(9) To reorganize the Korea Housing Bank I s 
board of directors and policy making committee. 
The most important change in the policy making 
committee of the Korea Housing Bank is the addi-
tion of a representative from the economic 
plaDnjng bureau. This should make the Korea 
Housing Bank more responsive to the national 
hous ing needs. 
(10) To establish the KHB branch offices in 61 
local areas oyer the period 1977 to 1981. This 
should provide aD effective step in making the KHB 
both a more effective mobilizer of private 
savings and a more accessible source of mortgage 
credit. 
4) Assessment of New Policies 
The total effect of the policies being adopted by the ROKG 
appears highly favorable. Fol" the first time, there appears to 
be effective communication between the various offices of the 
ROKG which are concerned with housing finance and housing 
finance policy. Korea housing finance policy was highly respon-
sive to AID's suggestions. The maJor responses of the ROKG were 
in the area of removing the subsidy element from mortgage interest 
rates, abandoning the plan of -eying interest rates on mortgage 
loans to the source of mortgage ftmds, providing a more rational 
and responsive savings account structure and expanding the KHB, 
both in terms of its capital and branch offices so as to make it 
more effective in providing housing finance. 
The major implication of the evolving housing finance policy 
will be to provide an increase in the amount of private funds 
which are attracted into housing finance and to prt:rserve the 
existing public and priVl'.te housing funds. As the result of the 
major policy initiatives which have been undertaken in 1977, the 
basic directions have been established for the development of a 
strong, growing, self-sustaining Korean housing finance system 
capable of providing quantity and quali-ey housing for all Korean 
citizens • 
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4. Role of AID Assistance FY 19TI-'18 PrOgram 
In prior years, assistance has been primarily directed at two concur-
rent levels: financing specific housing and community improvement projects 
and assisting the Koreans in developing and implementing changes in their 
national housing policies and plans. The ROKG has nov addressed the IOOst 
signi~icant problems of housing finance and has adopt~ a set of housing 
finance pOlicy decisions which are a significant step-toward rationalizing 
their national housing finance system. It is now time, in concert with 
and support of the ROKG efforts, to implement the new policy. 
The FY 1977-78 program is planned as a continuum of assistance to the 
Korea housing sector with the foc:us shifted to housing finance. The FY lqr. 
segment of the program is a Transition Phase defined as Phase A. During 
this Phase, RIG financing will be made available at the new zoortgage lending 
rate through the KNHC for purchase of KNEe housing designed. to reach lower 
income groups and disbursed over a wider range of secondary" and tertiary 
cities. Simultaneously, in preparation fer the FY 1978 segment of the pro-
gram (Phase B), assistance and support will be given to KHB in i.Inplementing 
the new finance policy, conducting special studip.s, and expanding and improv-
ing the housing finance system. In Phase B, in the FY 1978 segment of the 
program, the Housing Guaranty Program will provide financing directly to KIm 
for relending through the housing finance syst em. This final Phas~ uf 
assistance to Korea by the Housing Guaranty Program should achieve the objec-
tive of developing a rational national housing finance system, which can 
IOObilize domestic resources and make long term credit available to a broad 
range of borrowers including low income families. 
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B. Detailed Description 
1. JlW - AID's housing sector goal in Korea is to improve the shelter 
conditions of low-income families in the urban areas through the introduction 
of new ~pproaches to shelter and the devel~ment of housing sector policies 
and institutions including the expansion and improvement of the national 
housing finance system. The recently adopted ROKG housing finance policy, 
together with previously adopted and implemented housing policies, have the 
potential for accelerating the mobilization of domestic savings and invest-
ment available for long-term housing finance in Korea. In the public sector, 
the national housing policy and construction plans are directed toward building 
and financing lower cost and size dwelling units to reach lower-income groups. 
The Korean housing policy is further directed toward stimulating and encouraging 
the private sector to satisfy the growing needs of middle- and upper-income groups. 
2. Purpose 
a. Phase A: Transition (FY 1977). The purpose of the 1977 project 
is to support the initial ROKG implementation of the hr)using finance 
interest rate policy decision which the government has made, and to 
assist in the development 0: operating policies and procedures within 
the KHB to prepare that institution for its expanded role as the source 
of housing finance ip Korea. 
b. Phase B: Develo~ment of National Housin Finance Institution (FY 78). 
The purpose of the 197 and final phasl!! of AID assist.ance to the Korean 
houEing sector is to support the Korea Housing Bank expand its role as 
the principal housing finance institution and introduce lending programs 
more suitable to the needs and financial capacity of lower-income families. 
The initial implementation of the new housing finance policies in 
1977 should result in increased domestic savings flowing to the KHB. 
The concept of higher interest rate mortgages will have been introduced 
under the 1977 project. The expansion of KHB, through increased branch 
offices throughout the country, should bring the savings and lending 
process of KHB closer to their potential clientele, and make their 
services available to low-income families. 
3. Phase A: Project Descri~tion (FY 77). The FY 77 BIG Project 
consists of two major and related components. ~le first component is the 
introduction of the ROKG's revised interest ra~e policy and its application 
to the financing of shelter for low-income families. The second component 
is the institutional development of the KHB to prepare the KHB to undertake 
an expand~d and more responsible role in the housing secto:' and to prepare 
itself to act as tlle implementing agent for the FY 78 BIG. 
a. Introduction of Low-Income Housing Finance POlicy 
1 ) KNHC Outputs 
This component of the 19TI Project will be implemented through 
the KNHC which will relend the proceeds of the RIG loan to individ-
ual families for long-term mortgage financing of mnimum standard, 
low-cost apartments and row houses. Tenns of mo:-tgage lOflIlS will 
be 12 to 15% and 20 years maturity, reflecting the ROKG decision 
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to establish a uniform interest rate. for all mortgages end to move 
mortgage rates closer to the markp.t rate. To achieve affordabil1 ty 
by the target income groups ~ _ the- KNHC, w::f.;.UI' utillze a, graduated 
prqment mortgage und.er which im tia.l mortgage payments are low and 
gradually increase over time reflecting rising incomes. (See Annex 
.'for & detailed description of the graduated payment system). 
The KNEC low-income housing to be fi~ced under the 1977 HIG 
is designed to meet the shelter needs of lower-income families 
which are affordable at the new and higher interest rates. In 
this respect the KNHC is continuing to take ~he lead and r:3k 
in the introduction and testing of new unit types to meet the 
needs of low-income families and at the same time expanrU,ng the 
geographic coverage of its low-income program to mor-e l.J.rban areas. 
Under the 1977 project the K1~C is accepting the adde~ risk inherent 
~ marketing the lowest standard housing produced in Korea at an 
interest rate 4 to 7% higher than that financed with National HOUSing 
Funds in 1976. 
Specifically, KNEC will introduce in both Seoul and two 
secondary urban areas a new 8 py. apartment tYre des igned to an 
even lower price (adjusted for inflation) than 'che 7.5 py. apart-
ments introduced in Seoul in last year's HIG fi~ance project. 
KNHC will also introduce small expandable row houses in three 
secondary urban areas designed to test ~laos that allow families 
to more readily add on to their homes thelllSel"res as their income~ 
permit. The production of 10 py. apartments, successfully intro-
duced in last year's project, will be more than doubled in Seoul 
and introduced in three additional seconda.!'"Y urban areas. The 
13 py. apartments will be introduced in four new secondary urban 
areas and, in all, 25 projects will be developed in 16 different 
urban areas, almost three times as many areas as undertaken vith 
HIG financing last year. 
Projects to be developed by KNHC with other sources of financing 
reflect these same directions. The expandable row house projects 
will serve as pilot schemes for a program !effiC hopes to develop in 
the coming ye~rs vith IBRD financing. The 10 py. apartment will 
be introduced in various rental housing projects (almost as many 
10 py. rental units vill be built as will be built vith RIG fi-
nancing). The largest unit that will be bUl.lt by KNHr.: this year 
wi th other sources of financing will bf~ 15 py. ·jC1JD. trom 25 py. 
last year and even the number of these units to be blult will be 
under 15% of the total financed from other sources. The 13 py. 
apartments, popularized through previous HIa...finaneed projects, 
will represent approximately 70% of the total to be built this 
year by KNEC with other sources of financing up from 50% la~t 
year. Overall, KNHC -.rill expand its programs thi s year to more 
than 25 of the 35 urban areas io Korea. 
a) Descrintion of Units 
Illustrative plans of each unit type are shown in the 
attachments. Final plans and sizes may be adjusted by KNHC : 
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to keep within agreed-upon sales price ceilings. 
The 8 py. (8.6 py - 28.4 m2 ) apartment will be a modi-
fication of tbe 7.5 py. unit introduced last year. Costs 
(adjusted for inflation) will be reduced almost 20% prin-
cipally by using tbe traditional ondol beating system in-
stead of central beating. Total monthly costs (again ad-
justed for inflation) will be reduced about 25% considering 
botb tbe lower capital ccst and somewbat lower operating 
costs. The 10 py. (10.8 py - 35.7 m2 ) and 13 py. (13.0 py -
43.0 m2 ) apartments, also witb ondol beating, will be basi-
cally tbe same as developed previously wi tb minor cbanges to 
reflect preferences indicated by surveys of purchasers. All 
of tbe apartments will bave at least tvo rooms witb small 
bathroom. kitchen, balcony, and storage areas as described 
in previous BIG Loan Papers. Projects will continue to in-
clude a variety of play areas, neighborhood, shopping, and 
communi ty ftl.cili tes. The recreational centers for elderly 
people and the women's workshops for cottage industry, both 
bighly suc~essful Saemaul activites in the BIG-financed Chamsil 
Apartment Project, will be expanded and emphasized in the 
new projects. 
The workshops and recreation centers are a particularly 
interesting example of the kind of community facility that 
KNEC attempts to include in its projects. In Chamsil a work-
space was included in the community center financed with BIG 
loan as a project cost. The Saemaul organization ("New 
Village" self-help organization) furnished tables and other 
light equipment and arranged contracts with local industries 
for the manufacture of, in this case, doll clothes for expo~. 
Same 230-250 women living in the project work ~here part-time 
earning on an average of 30-40,000 Won ($62-83) per month 
while remaining close to their homes and children. Upstairs 
in the same building a similar space serves as a meeting ro~ 
and during the day large numbers of elderly people living in 
the project gather for lively conversation, tradi~ional games 
and music, and tea-drinking. KNEC plans to include sitr.ilar 
centers in more of its projects this year. 
~e expandable row houses start with an 8 py. (8.8 py -
29.1 m ) L-shaped single story unit with two small rooms, 
a kitchen and a bathroom on a minimum 27 py. (90 ~2) lot. 2 
The house can easily be expanded by the owner to 11 py. (36 m ) 
wi th" addition of one room. The II py. unit can be expanded 
furtber to the front of the lot. Construction will be light-
weight .masonry and site planning will emphasize efficiency 
of land use with pedestrain wal.kvays and two story (non-expand-
able) 10 py. (10.2 py - 33.5 m2 ) row houses to provide variety. 
Row bousing in addition to tbe increased flexibility offered 
for tbe families will also enable KmlC to use less expensive 
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sl1ght~ hillY' sites wi tho less need for grading than apart-
ments. Densities being lower, however, the site and site 
development costs per unit are somewhat higher than for 
apartment projects. 
b) Size and Location of Projects 
A total 6,750 units will be built~ Projects will be 
kept smaller than in previous years to increase the number 
of cities that can be served, to red.uce the monotony of 
large complexes, and to take advantage of smaller sites that 
are more readily available in the shrinking land market. The 
two largest projects (in Seoul) will be 1400 and 1500 units. 
Others range from 100 to 600 units. 
Four projects will be located in Seoul. All of the units 
to be built in Seoul will be apartments reflecting the more 
limited supply of land than in some of the secondary urban 
areas. Six hundred 13 py. apartments will be added to the 
Dogok new community started under last year's project. Four-
teen hundred 10 and 13 py. apartmentS will be built in Naebal-
San on the road to the airport, and fifteen hundred 8 and 10 
PY'. apartments will be built in Dogsan also on the southern 
side of the city. 
The 23 proj ect areas in 15 different seconda- . urban 
areas total 3,250 units or 48% of the total. The cities 
selected include the important new growth poles of Hasan, 
Gumi, Pohang, and Ulsan where housing is needed fer industrial 
workers. The cities also include the larger secondary urban 
areas - Busan and Daegu; satellites of Seoul - Anyang and 
Buchon; and representative smaller provincial cities - Iri, 
Junju, Jin.~u, Iri ~ Kunsan, Cheju, and Andong. Seven hundred 
of the units will be expandable row houses; the most ~or­
tant project - 500 units - being in Gumi; others in Cheju 
and Pohang. Five hundred fifty 8 and 10 pyong ape.rtItents will 
be introduced in Ulsan, Mas an , and Andong. 
Of the total number of units to be built, 3,150 or 47% 
will be 8 and 10 pyong apartments or expandable row houses; 
3,600 or 53% will be 13 pyong apartments. 
c) Sales Prices and Financing Terms 
The KNHC has agreed to aalesprice ceilings for each 
unit type calculated on the basis of affordability by 
target income groups assuming a net interest rate of 15% 
and 20 year graduated payment mortgage. Adjustments in 
final designs of units will be made to keep within these 
ceilings. 
The lowest price units, the 8 pyong apartments will 
be priced at no more than 2.3 million won ($ 4,760) which 
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LOCATION. NUMBERS OF UNITS, AND TOTAL HIG FINANCING 
Unit Secondary Approximate total 
~ ~ Seoul urban areas Total % HIG financing 
-
apt. 8 600 150 750 11.1 2.0 million 
apt. 10 1,300 400 1,700 25.2 5.6 
apt. 13 1,600 2,000 3,600 53.3 5.2 (Seoul) - 9.4 (others) 
row 
house 8 350 350 5.2 1.3 
row 
house 10 210 210 3.1 0.9 
row 
house 11 140 
--1lQ. ~ 0.6 








wi th average 50% downpayments in Seoul would requ1r~ initial 
IIICnth.ly' payments including management fees ot apprOximatelY' 
10.500 won ($ 21.70) and assumilIg 20% ot income devoted to 
p~ts would be aftordable by income groups in the second 
decile otthe income distribution (see Section III B l.a for 
income distribution and aftordabilitY' a.naJ.ysis). The same 
un1 ts in secondary urban areas vauld r~uire average down-
payments ot only 30% with initial monthly' payments including 
management fees ot approximately 14,700 von ($ 30.40) afford-
able by inc~ groups in the third decUe of the income dis-
tribution. 
At the higher end. ot the price range, the 13 pyong 
apartments in Seoul will have a price ceiling of 3.3 million 
won ($ 6,830) and in the s~condar.r urban areas of 3.35 
million von ($ 6,940) vhich with dovnpayments also averaging 
50% and 30% respectively vould require initial monthly pay-
ments including management fees of about 15,000 von ($ 31.10) 
in Seoul and 21,350 von ($' 44.20) in other areas affordable 
respectively' by income groups in the third., fourth and fifth 
deciles of the income distribution. 
The salesprice ceiling, dovnpe.yment, approx1.ma.te monthly 
payment including management fee and target income group 







2.3 2.3 ($4,760) 
2.8 2.9 ($6,000) 




















8 W. 2.3 2.3 ($4,760) 30% 14,700 ($30.40) 
10 py. 2.7 2.9 ($6,000) " 18,500 ($38.30) 
13 py. 3.1 3.35 ($6,940) " 21,350 ($44.20) 
8 py. 2.45 2.45 ($5,070) " 15,600 ($32.30) 
10 py. 2.85 3.0 ($6,200) " 19,1l9 ($39.51) 
II py. 3.1 3.2 ($6,630) " 20,400 ($42.20) 
Prices of apartments vill vary by floor to r~f'lec~ 
market d~d and essentially cr~ss subsidize be~.een the 
most and least desirable locations. 'I'o 3impli!'j a.dminis'tratio~ 
the mortgage amount for each unit tne '.nil remai~ unifor:n 
with the downpayment varying to reflect the di~ferent sales 
prices for each floor. This pe~ts families vith less 
y based on ceiling salesprice; loan at an aver~e 15% and a 20-year graduated 
payment mortgage vi th a grace period on repayment of principal; and manage-
ment fees estimated at 15% of mont~ payment included. 
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savings to purchase with lower 10wnpayments wbile those 
with more savings can purchase mUts in the more desirable 
locations with a higher downpayment. Downpayments in Seoul 
range from around 45% to around 55% and in the secondary 
urban areas from as low as 20% up to 40%. KNHC will seek 
terms on the loan of up to 25 years with a grace period on 
the repayment of principal of 10 years. The grace period 
will be passed on to purchasers enabling a lower initial 
monthly payment stepped up after 10 years to amortize the 
loan. KNHC will adopt a graduated paJ'lIlent IlXlrtgage which 
will reflect the higher interest rate resulting from the 
recent policy decision but maintain the same initial 
monthly payment level. 
Under a graduated payment system, maintenance of value 
on the loan against dollar devaluations would be covered 
by the spread that would build up between RIG loan payments 
and gradually increasing payments by purchasers as discussed 
in Annex K. 
2 ) Home Buyers and K.}j1{C Inputs 
a) Downpayments - the downpayments of the home buyers are 
estimated to be about $17 million (W 8.2 billion). 
b) KNHC will provide all of the administrative ana teclmical 
staff required to plan, design, c::m.stru::!t and sell the housing 
units and to service loans and manage and maintain the projects. 
3 ) AID Inputs 
a) Housing Guaranty Loan - a ioan for $25,000,000 will be 
authorized, contracted for with an eligible U.S. Lender, and 
disbursed to KNEC as construction progresses and final sales 
are completed. 
b ) Planning, Preparation, Moni toring and Evaluation - the 
Office of Housing, through its Regional Housing and Urban 
Development Office, will do the planning, document preparation, 
monitoring and evaluation. 
b. Developing National Housing Finance System and Institut:ons 
The second component of the 1977 project will be carried by the 
KHB, with the--policy guidance and support of MOC, MDF and EPB, and 
U.S. technical assistance financed under the HIG loan. KHB will 
proceed with the implementation of the new housing finance poliCies 
and prepare the operating policies and procedures necessary for the 
KHB to expand its role in the housing sector under he 1978 Phase B 
Project. Specifically the KHB 1f~ undertake the following: 
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1) Finance Policies and Institutional Development - KRB~tputs 
a) Implementing the New Housing Finance Policies 
(1) Uniform. Lending Terms - preparation for establishing 
uniform. interest rate of 12 to 15% and term of 20 years 
to begin on/about January I, 1978. 
-:;;.. 
(2) Contract Savings System - establish system under 
which participants can save for a period of six months 
to five years to acquire a minimum of $ 1,042 (W 500,000) 
at which time they receive priority for a housing loan. 
(J) Short-Term. Deposits - establish short-term deposits 
at KBB for one to three months paying a preferential 
insured interest of 10 to 15%. 
(4) Addi tional Authorized and Paid in Capital - the 
National Assembly has approved additional authonzed 
capital of $83 million (W 40 billion) and paid i~ capital 
of $20 million (W 10 billion). 
(4) National Housing Bonds - expand the bond sales 
through an increase in amounts purchased by various 
required purchase categories, breaden the required 
purchase categories and increase the interest paid 
from six percent to twelve percent. The objective is 
to raise an additional $20 million (W 10 billion) through 
bond sales. 
b) Reorganization and Exoansion of KEB 
(1) Board of Directors and Policy Committee - establish 
a Board of Directors and reorgani=e the Policy Committee. 
(2) Expansion - establish additional 61 branch offices 
in local areas throug~out Korea over the 1977-81 period. 
c) Studies - As a follow-up to the recommendations in the 
Pratt Report and in preparation for the FY78 project, the 
KBB along vith MOC and MOF will be conducting a series of 
detailed studies. These are to be conducted primarily by 
Korean finance specialists vi th the guidance and assistance 
of consultants pro'rided by the AID Office of Housing. 
(1) Mortgage Systems to Reach Lower Income Groups -
the study of variable, stepped or graduated mortgages 
for the purpose of finding the best method for providing 
lev beginning payments with increases geare~ to in-
creasing ability to pay while caintaining a net interest 
rate reflecting the higher unified rate over a 20-year 
period. This study is related to both the 1978 housing 
guaranty loan financing and the normal mortgage financing 
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.) Oven] J Poliq Implementation - the HOUSing PoliC)"' 
S"ection of MOe and the staft ot MOF ..n.ll prov1de continu1ng 
st~t work in ilI1pl.ementing and monitoring. 
3 ) AID Inputs 
&) Techp; cal Assistan~ - the Oftice~f RoUSing will prov1d 
& long-term. housing fU',''Ulce specialist· to work directly- wi th 
ram tor & period of tvo yea.rs. These services will be 
financed trom the 1977 and 78 Housing Guaranty Loans. 
b) Consultants - short-term consultants will be prov1ded 
by the Ottice ot Housing to advise mB in: 
(1) The design and conduct of the various studies and 
special. expertise required for a study; 
(2). Th,'! promotion and management of savings programs; 
(3) The promotion and management ot mortgage lending 
programs including credit reviews and income eligib1l1 ty 
and establishment of home improv!!!II.ent lendillg opera.ti\.:\; 
(4) The planning and im:p.lementation of a continui.ng 
evaluation program; 
(;) Special problems in. housing tinance as they ~ecome 
identified; 
( 6 ) The f'urther development of overall natiooal. hOUSing 
policy and plans. 
c) Phpn: ng. Prepara.tion. Monitoring and Evaluation - the 
Ottice of Housing. througll its Regional Housing Gd Urban 
Development Ottice. will provide guidance to KEB and do the 
planning. document preparation, monitoring and evaluation 
necess&r7 to carry out this Transition/Prepa:ation Phase 
through the beginning ot the FY78 proJect. 







$17.0 million $25.0 million 




~. ~ttase B: P~~ject Desc~iption (FY 78). The second stage ot the 
FY 71-78 Housing Guaranty- Program will be 1m;llemented through the KHB. 
AuthoriZation ot the HIG will be based upon an analysis by- AID ot the Flam 
and Klm progress in ca.rr,ring out the additional housing tinance studies and 
instituting the hOUSing tinance policies and procedures constituting the 
first stage FYI7 proJect. 
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The ICH:B will have obtained the necessary' National Assembly approval to 
be the borrower of the FI78 loan and will utilize the RIG for general relending 
at the new mortgage terms for financing of low-income housing produced by 
the public sector and private developers including cooperatives and credit 
unions and for home imprqvement loans. 
a. KHB Outputs 
1) Inte~ation of Housing GuarMty LOan - the 1978 Housing 
Guaranty Loan will be integrated into the KHB operations as 
another source of financing. In administering the 1978 Housing 
Guaranty Loan, KRB will serv!:! as both prims.ry and secondary 
mortgage lender as it does now. 
2) Criteria for Lendini to Final Borrqver 
a) ~e5 ot Loans - loans made to the individual borrOW'er 
may be tor the purpose ot purchasing a new dwelling unit, 
purchase of a serviced lot, purchase of building materials, 
or the improvement ot an existing dwelling unit owned by 
the borrower. 
b) Eligible Borrowers - families with income at the time 
of borrOWing which is below the 50th percentile of the urban 
income. Not only must the income be below the 50th pe~centile, 
but loans must be made available to a range ot income group:., 
reaching to the lowest whenever possible. Rural as well as 
urban tamilies will be eligible to borrow funds. 
c) Monthly Paymepts - beginning monthly, p~ents for re-
payment of the loan plus the monthly expenditures for heat, 
electric! ty, water, garbage removal, managel!lent and main-
tenance will not exceed 25% of the total family income at 
the time the loan is made. 
d) Dovnpayments - for new dwelling units to be financed, the 
required downpayments ... ill range from 2J% to 50% of the cost 
of the dwelling unit, depending on locali t~· and ability of 
the borrower to pay. 
3} Terms tor Lend10i to Final Borroyer - terms will be consistent 
with KRB policies and practices for mortgage lending. The interest 
rate on all loans will be bet'veen 12 and 15% net per annum. Loans 
for new dwelli!lg units will be for a period of 20 years. For 
house improvement loans, the repayment period may be for a lesser 
period. 
4) Beginnini Pe.yments by Final. Barrover - in order to reach the 
target income groups, a form of variable, stepped or ~aduated pay-
ment mortgage will be adopted. This method will have been developed 
under Phase A. In principle, the method should provide a beginning 
payment 30-40% below a comparable level payment mortgage, provide 
periodic increases comparable to periodic income increases, and 
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maintain a net interest return over the life of the mortgage. 
It is intended that the mortgage financing plan adopted will be 
available to final borrowers, whether the source of funds be the 
Housing Guaranty Loan or KHB funds (see Annex K for an illustrated 
graduated payment mortgage). 
5 ) Lendini apd Relending 
a) Loans may be made by KHB directly to final borrowers 
and serviced directly by KHB through its branch off! ces. 
b) Commi tments and loans may be made by KHB to agencies. 
institutio~st and organizations as subborrowers for the 
purpose of their relending to the final borrowers. Such 
loans may be made to KNEC t local governments, credit unions 
and cooperatives and other subborrowers determined eligible 
by KErB. Depending upon the capabilities of the subborrower, 
the loans may be serviced by KHB or the subborrover. 
6) Interf!st Rat .. Bree.kOrn.m - in integrating the 1918 Housing 
Guaranty Loan into the KHll mortgage lending operati'ons and prac-
tices, it is necessary to provide for the unique characteristics 
of the Housing Guaranty Loan without making it unique to the final 
borrowel'. Comparable lending of the Housing Guaranty Loan to 
the KHB funds, assuming a unified mortgage rate of 15%, is il-
lustrated by the following: 
Source H.G. Loan KHB Funds 
U.S. Lender (estimated) 9.0% 
Rous ing Bonds 12.0% 
AID Fee 0., 
Spread 5.5 3.0 
Rate to Final Borrower 15.0% 15.0% 
In the case of the Housing Guaranty Loan, the spre~~ will be 
used for KHB administrative costs, subborrm"ers' administrative 
costs and the establishment of a reserve fund to cover maintenance 
of value at a given level and for relending under the same criteria 
as for the initial loans. 
In the case of KHB funds, the spread will be used for KHB 
and subb~rower admini~trative costs. 
1) Reserve Fund and Maiptenance of value. - a reserve f'UDd will 
be maintained by KEB under the supervision of Mar. This fund 
will maintain an established level of protection against de-
valuation at any given point during the loan repayment. Should 
devaluation exceed the reserve :fund, Mar will be responsible tor 
making good the loan repayment obligation. 
Surplu"l f'UDds in the reserve fund vi.ll be used :for malting ad-
ditional loans under the same criteria and terms as the initial loans. 
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8} Target Income Groups - the target income groups will be 
tamilies with monthly income getween the 20 and 50 percentile 
ot the all-city urban income at the time of borrowing. 
9) LOans To Be Made - it is estimated that the loans could be 
made to finance shelter 
Type of Loan 
New Housing 










$1,600 3,125 (w 773,000) 












10) Studies - ram will continue with studies as outlined under 
Phase A. 
11) Research and Evaluation - KHB will continue research and 
evaluation, as outlined under Phase A. 
b. KHB. Subborrowers and FinaJ. Borrowers Inputs 
1) KEB Administration of Loans - KHB will accept and review 
loan applications and make loans and serviLe those loans. In 
relending to subborrowers, KHB will receive and review requests, 
make cOmmitmenta, enter i~to su~loan agreements, disburse sub-
loans and service the subloans. 
2) SubboITowers - Servicing of Loans - the various subborrowers 
will accept and renev loan applications, make loans and service 
the loans. 
3) Downpayments. Paid Labor and Sweat Eauity - assuming an 
average downpayment of about 30% for the loans for new housing, 
it is estimated that 5,000 loans will generate about $7.0 million 
(W 3.4 billion) in downpayments. In addition, the building 
material 10an3 and home improvement loans will generate con-
siderable value in paid labor and self-help sweat equity, estimated 
in value at about $5.0 million (W 2.4 billion). 
:"') ~nsion - KHB will continue to expand branch offices to 
service more people to mobilize savings and process and make loans. 
5) Conduct of Studies - work on studies initiated during Phase A 
will continue to be supported and funded by HOC, MOF and KHB. 
6) ResearCh and ;::Val]]ation - KHB will continue to maintain and, 
as required, expand staff or contract out its activities. 
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7) Technical Assistance - Housing Finance Specialist assigned 
to KHB will continue services but will be funded out the 1978 
Housing Guaranty Loan. 
c. AID Inputs 
d. 
Type 
1) Housing Guaranty Loan - a loan for $25,000,000 will be 
authorized, contracted with an eligible U.S. Lender, and dis-
bursed as REB generates eligible loans to finaJ. borrowers. 
Construction financing will be considered on an individual basis. 
2) Consultants - the Office of Housing will continue to make 
U.S. consultants avail&.ble, as planned in Phase A. 
3) Assistance and Monitoring - the Office of Housing, through 
its Regional Housing and Urban Developulent Office, nll provide 
continuing assistance to KEE, Moe and MOF, and will monitor the 
program during the implementation period. 
Summary of Loan and Eouity Inputs 
Down Payment AID Guaranty 
of Loan Sweat Egui ty Loan Total 
New HO\.lsing $7.0 m $15.0 m $22.0 m 
(W3.4 b) (W7 .25 m) (Wlo.65 ) 
Serviced Sites and 2.5 5.0 7.5 
Building Materials (Wl. 2) (w2.4 ) (w 3.6) 
Home Improvement 2.5 5.0 7.5 
(Wl.2~ ~W2. 4 ~ ~W 3. 6 ~ 
Total $12.0 $25.0 $37.0 
(W5.8) (W12.0) (Wl7.8) 
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IIr. PROJECT ANALYSIS 
A. Technical, Management and EnviroDmental Analysis 
1. Phase A Transition - IT 1977 
a. Introduction of Low Income Rousing Fin~ 
1) Dwelling Units - Planning and Distribution 
Though small, all of the units are efficiently planned. 
Korean families spread bedding on the warm noor at night, 
then clear it for chests for daytime living, getting double 
use out of the space. Apartments are designed so that in 
the future, they can be combined and converted to larger 
units with minimum change. Heating is by traditional 
"ondol" systems, where heat f'rom slow burning coal briquettes 
is conducted through flues in the floor. 
Some of the units are built with masonry bearing walls using 
pressure molded lime block, developed by a KNHC subsidiary 
that achieves greater strength and· quail ty than conventional 
brick at the same cost. Projects near Seoul will be built 
with prefabricated panels, manufactured by another subsidiary 
which further reduces costs and construction time. 
The apartment buildings are designed as five story walkups, 
with two to four apartments per floor sharing a stairway. 
Buildings 'lary from 20 to 100 apartments. The acceptance 
of apartment li ring in Korea has grown, in part, through the 
demonstration of [NRC programs. The densities achieved with 
apartment construction are an important factor in limiting 
urban sprawl and the resulting strain on land resources and 
infrastructure. The project areas include community and 
marketing facilities, parking t playgrounds, and green spaces. 
Projects in all cities are comprehensively planned community 
developments, integrated with urban development plans of 
those cities. The KNHC staff assists city bureaus in the 
planning of infrastructure and any services, such as public 
transportation that will be needed. 
Site planning could still be improved especially in regard 
to hilly sites, but KNHC proJects are nevertheless better 
than the generally accepted standard in Korea. The attention 
to landscaping, play and recreation ar~as t shopping, and 
communi ty facilities allows more human scale. 
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Project selection and distribution is planned in close 
connection with local city governments. Applications, 
including site recommendations, based cn urban development 
plans and housing construction programs for low income 
groups are reviewed for feasibility by the KNHC and adjust-
ments made with the Housing and Planning Bureaus of the 
cities. Allocation of financing is based on the guidelines 
'and housing policy of the Ministry of Construction. Final 
selection also depends on the city's cooperation in the 
planning of infrastructure and services for U.e project. 
The increased number of urban areas being served by KNEC 
contributes to government policy efforts, to develop second-
ary cities and new alternative growth poles. 
2) Management and Administrative Capacity of KNEC 
KNEC has earned a reputation for quality construction as well 
as project management after completion. It has demonstrated 
on previous HG projects an exceptio~ally high degree of com-
petency in design, implement~tion, and management. Its 
prices are reasonable, and its pr~jects tend to set standards 
for the private sector, while reaching significantly lower 
income groups. 
Architectural planning begins with studies by the Research 
Institute of KNEC, of comments on previous projects and pref-
erences indicated by purchasers. Preliminary plans are re-
viewed by a group of consultants, including architects and 
planners from universities in Seoul. Final selections are 
approved by the Directors of the KNHC. The result of thie 
process has been apartments that are efficient, more adapted 
to the Korean way of life than most apartments, and which 
have proven quite popular in Seoul. 
The engineering department of the KNEC has continually devel-
oped other innovative techniques for introduction through the 
HG progrsm. An automatic forced drafting system was developed 
to eliminate the carbon monoxide danger in ondol heating, 
which can result form leaks in flues or from poor drafts, 'When 
atmospheric conditions are poor. 
It ~s over 500 engineers and technicians, including teams 
that supervise contracting and construction. Materials are 
purchased in quantities by the KNEe, and its projects have 
been carefully programmed for remarkable producti~. vith con-
struction time of even large projects generally under six months. 
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With over 100,000 units that will be under management by the 
end o~ this year, KNEC is nov preparing plans to computerize 
its administrative operations. Even without computers, its 
loan administration and project management have been good. 
Given AID's experience with KNHC, AID will limit its reviews 
to agreed upon income group criteria, tl:!.e mix of unit types 
and sales pri~e ceilings. KNEC will asSume complete responsi-
bility for design and planning, to meet those criteria with-
out AID technical review. 
3) Environmental Considerations 
Recent studies documenting the existing environmental conditions 
in Seoul and the other urban centers of Korea indicated sever-
al areas of potential concern. Municipal and national programs 
aimed at mitigating major air and water pollution problems were 
analyzed and deemed to be adequately conceived and likely to 
be effective within a reasonable time frame. The proposed 1977 
RIG program was then evaluated as to its potential impact on 
the existing environmental condition. Using an Environmental 
Impact Identification Matrix developed for HIG programs, a 
number of specific areas of environmental concern were identi-
fied as potentially important or critical. The possible im-
pacts of the program components on each of these environmental 
concerns was then analyzed. As specific project locations 
are not identified in this program, the normal practices and 
standards of KNEC were used as the basis of determining likely 
impact. In each case the conclusion was that the environmental 
impact of the program would not cause a significant change 
in the existing condition of the human environment. Consequently 
the IEE recommended a negative determination. 
2. Phase B - IT 1978 
a. Korea Housing Bank 
1 ) Background 
KBB was established for the purpose of providing housing funds 
for low income families. As of late 1976, total assets of 
the KED totalled somewhat over 208 billion won, with 71 per-
cent of this amount being allocated to the housing area. A3 
a matter of practical fact, lGIB has not been hea.vily engaged 
in lending to low-income families as normally defined by AID 
c~iteria. KHB has limited its loans to financing structures 
of 15 to 25 pyong which are larger than any unit size present-
ly being financed by the HIG funds under current and proposed . 
programs. 
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2) Organization and Management 
KHB receives its overall guidance from a Board of Policy 
composed of representatives from the various government 
ministries. :rn the past, the Board of Policy has been com-
posed of the Ministers of Finance, Ministers of Construc-
tion, the Bank of Korea, and the Presid~nt of KHB. Serving 
. under the Board of Policy is the President, Vice-President, 
and the Offi ce Directors wi thin KHB. An organi zat ional chart 
of the KHB is shown in Exhibit I. As the organizational 
chart shows, KHB is organized along functional line~ with an 
Office Director supervising the several functions under his 
Jurisdiction. A general analysis of the management structure 
of KHB indicates that while the management appears competent 
with weU-developed managerial skills, technical expertise 
among management is somewhat lacking. This may be a resuJ.t 
of the KHB's growth in a relatively isolated environment with 
little contact with other international experience in the 
area of housing finance. 
3) Operations 
KBB·is composed of a head office which has no banking facili-
ties on the premises and is located in downtown Seoul, and 
38 branches and 2l subbranches throughout the country. KHB 
has approximately two thousand employees, including about 50 
employees in the technical services' area, who are concerned 
with building and site inspection and associated activities. 
While KHB provides an image of a relatively conservative 
finan~ial institution which has been geared to providing limit 
ed housing finance from generally subsidized sources, there 
a.ppears to be a strong impetus wi thin KHB and the government 
to make KHB a more effective mobilizer of housing savings 
capital and to meet a broader spectrum of the countrJ's hous-
ing finance needs. KHB has undertaken, partly as a result of 
AID technical assistance, a comprehensive plan to improve and 
expand their operations. It appears that with the implemen-
tation of its plans, KHB has the potential of being able to 
serve as au effective lender of RIG fJ·.nds in the second year 
of the proposed program. 
4) Reorganization and ExDansion 
The improvements and changes which KHB is in the process of 
lOdertaking are relatively comprehensive and should provide 
important progress. The m.aJ or elements of KHB I S program are, 
as follows: 
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a) Inereases in the Financial Capacity 
KHB is to have its authorized and paid in .capital in-
creased by 50 billion won over the period 1977 to 1979. 
Increases are scheduled to be 20 billion in 1977, 10 
billion in 1978, and 20 billion in 1979. The bill to 
provide for the additional capital will be presented to 
the National. .Assembly at its drdinary session in Septem-
ber 1977. 
b) Organizational Changes 
The Board of Policy of KHB will be changed to include 
a member appointed by the Minister of EPB, the Minister 
of Construction, and the governor of the Bank of Korea. 
At the present time, the Board of Policy is composed of 
the ministers of the various agencies and, it appears 
because of their pressing schedules, they have not been 
ablt to devote the necessary time to the policy matters 
concerning KHB. The addition of a representative from 
EPB appears to be a significant improvement in the Joard 
of Policy, inasmuch as EPB brings an overall viev of the 
nation's economy and the national policy direction. It 
is further proposed that the Board of Policy discontinue 
its role of issuing directives and exercising supervision 
of the KHB business operations, and that the Board of 
Policy concentrate entirely on formulating basic policy 
for KHB. The operations of KHB will nov be in the hands 
of the nevly created board of directors, vhich will be 
composed of the office directors of KHB. The implemen-
tation of this board of directors should mRke the opera-
tions of KHB more flexible and bring a greater coordina-
tion between the major sections within KHB. 
c) Private Savings Mobilization 
A substantial problem in KHB vas the proliferation of 
savings l'.~counts, mOEt having limitations upon deposits 
or restrictions, vhicb vould tend to lower rates of re-
turn for short term deposits. KHB, as of July 1,1977, 
instituted a short term savings account vhich paid 
interest of 8 percent to 15 percent for deposits of one 
day to over three months. The significant improvement 
c.in this savings account is that interest is paid from 
date of deposit, allowing smaller and lov-income savers 
to earn a reasonable rate of return on cash balances vhich 
are only temporarily available. The program appears to 
be highly successful, with deposits exceeding $12.4 nillion 
(w 6.0 billion), after 20 days of experience with the 
account. The KHB and the government have pledged to further 
examine the structure of savings accounts in order to in-
crease their rationality. 
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d) Reduction. of Subsidy Elementa and Rationalization 
of "Loans 
As a part of the general housing finance policy being 
developed within Korea, it is the intention of KHB to 
eliminatu- the tie between sources of funds and types of 
loans made, to raise interest rates on loans, to remove 
major subsidy elements from these ~ans, and to standard-
ize the mat uri ty of mortgage loans. KJrB is to implement 
this policy through increased interest rate to be applied 
to all loans made with banking and nationaJ. housing 
tunds ~ beginning about January 1, 1978. Tile :final rate 
to be utilized is nOif under study and will be between 
12 and 15%.· This will increase the average interest 
rate presently being earned by the KJrB and should greatly 
improve the ability of KHB to generate future housing 
capital. 
e) Expansion of Facilities 
The KJrB intends to add approxima.tely 60 ~"ancl:es to the 
system over the next five-year period. This. 3hould in-
crease the accessibility ot all citizens to ~oth savings 
all.:! loan services. 
The programs being undertaken by the KJrB re flect the 
national housing finance policy being develoued within 
the Government of KOrea, and seem to be highly responsive 
to the suggestions made by AID in its maJor consulting 
report on housing finance in the Korean economy. 
5) KHB - Technical Standlll ds for Relending 
The KOrea Housing Bank currently does only ljmited technical 
review of inm vidual loans and relies on the Ministry of 
Construction's approval of projects, financed with public fun~q. 
KHB and AID '~ll evaluate three alternative strategies to assure 
sound technical standards of projects financed: 
a) expansion of KHB technical capacity; 
b) reliance on MOC approvals; 
c) contracting with KNEe or private engineering consultants. 
Criteria for income group eligibility, and loan ceilings on 
indi vidual loans will be determined by AID a.:ld KHB, as well as 
unit size and sales price limitations on project financing. 
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6) Environmental Considerations 
A Programmatic Assessment, as is required in Section 216.1 (C) 
(7)(111) o~ AID Regulation 16, is being prepared ~or RIG pro-
grams with Intermed.i~te Credit Institutions (ICI). The Korean 
Housing Bank was deemed to meet the criteria o~ an ICI as out-
lined in the Programmatic Assessment in that neither speci~ic 
projects nor borrowers can be identi~ied. U~der these circum-
stances a NEGATIVE ENVIROl'iMENTAL DECLARATION was recommended. 
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B. Financial Analysis 
1. Phase A - FY 1911 
a. Introduction of oLav Income°HouSing~FinancialPOlicl -
!m!£ 
1) Target Income Groups 
'!he units to be f'inanced under tb.e 1977 RIG are designed to 
be affordable at the nev interest rate by houseb.olds tram 
the 20th to the 50th percentile of the income distribution. 
In fact, depending on the accuracy of income distribution 
projections (discussed in Annex D), the ~er units in 
Seoul may be a.:f'fordable at incomes as lavas the- 10th 
percentile. Based on tb.ose projections to the 4th quarter 
of 1977, 28 percent of' tb.e units to be built under this 
year's HG program wuld be affordable at incomes betveen 
the lOth and 20th percentiles; 31 percent at incomes betveen 
tb.e 20th and 30th percentiles; and 41 per~ent at incomes 
betveen the 30th and 50th percentiles. 
2) Af'fordabili ty 
a. Dovnpayments: Experience on previous H.G loans and 
surveys of' purchasers of' units conf'irm the unusually 
high. savings capacity in the Korean society. While 
tb.is has not been tully quantified in terms of how 
savings are accumulated or the levels of' key money for 
existing housing and its relation to home purchases or 
savings rates at different income levels, it is demon-
strated through the ability of lov income purchasers, 
particularly in Seoul, to make dovnpaY1Jlents averaging 
50 percent of' the cost. The dovnp~ents in secondary 
cities have been set at an average of' 30 percent ref'lect-
ing marketing experience of KmrC in those areas. As 
described in Section II B2-a.3, dovnpayme~ts actually 
range f'rom around 45 to 55 percent in Seoul and 20 to 40 
percent in secondary cities giving purchasers options to 
reflect their particular circumstances. 
b. Monthly Payments: The financial plan for the 1977 
project is based upon the assumption of the full costs 
of' the units by the purchasers. For the purpose of' this 
paper, the interest rate f'rom a U.S. Lender is assumed 
to be nine percent. AID's housing guaranty f'ee is .5 
percent of' the outstanding balance. 
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The Borrower intends to negotiate up to a 25-year 
loan with a U.S. investor which will provide for a 
lO-year grace period (during which only interest 
will be paid) and a l5-year repayment period of 
principal and interest. In the mortgage agreements 
with the homebuyers, this grace period will also 
apply (lO-year grace -- 10-year principal repayment), 
thus reducing the monthly p~ents for the first ten 
years. A graduated p~ent mortgage will also be 
used, f'urth.er rf\ducing the initial monthly payment, 
yet maintaining the net interest rate. 
c. Graduated PaymerttLoans:" The interest r~te to 
homeowners will be between 12 and 15 percent, reflect-
ing the new ROKG policy. While the movement of HIG 
loan funds to a higher interest rate supports and 
strengthens the Government r s hand in bringing interest 
rates to market levels, it has the potential of pricing 
certain low income families out of the housing market. 
In order to deal with this problem, a graduated payment 
mortgage will be adopted, "Which will allow low income 
families to obtain a mortgage and to have original pay-
ments approximately equal. to those which would occur 
under a 9-1/2 percent mortgage rate. The following 
analysis assumes a new interest rate of 15 percent and 
that the first year's payment would be set at a level 
necessary to service the loan and the AID guaranty fee. 
After the first year, the loan payment increases at a 
rate of 10 percent per annum through the tenth year, at 
llhich point it levels out for the remaining term of the 
. mort gage • The effective interest rate on the loan is 
approximately 15 percent over the entire life of the 
loan. This rate of increase appears feasible in the 
Korean economy, based on ava5~able income statistics. 
For exam~e. based on monthly income of households 
living in all cities, the annual rate of increase from 
1968 through 1976 has been 19.02 percent per annum, 
while the rate of increase for the head of the household 
over this period has been 21.54 percent. The similar 
figures, from 1975 to 1976, are 34 percent gain in income 
for the household, and a 36 percent gain for the head of 
the household. Thus, the 10 percent rate of increase 
appears quite manageable, when viewed in comparison to 
the rate of which income is increasing. 
--
KNEe normally charges a monthly management and maintenance 
fee of about 15 percent of ti.l.e initial payment on the loan 
to cover loan servicing and administraticn costs, as ~ 
as project management and building maintenance. 
EXAMPLE 













NET INTEREST R~TE 
6 7 • • 10 20 II 
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Affordabili ty this year is being based on the assump-
tion that households are able to allocate 20 percent 
of their household income to the pa.yJ&.en"ts. It is 
estimated that an additional ~ive percent is needed 
for costs of coal briquettes, other utilities, etc. 
In previous :rears, affordability was calculated on a 
combined 25 percent assumption. 
Target income group ranges for each unit have been set 
based cc the above assumptions on monthly carryjJlg 
capacity of purchasers. 
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TARGET INCOME RANGES FOR EACH UNIT TYPE 
ApproximateY Approximate Percent 
Initial Approxilnategj CorrespondingJ! Target Percentiles of Total 
Sales Price Monthly Income Income Income or Target Humber 
Unit Type Size Ceiling Payment Needed Percentile Group Income Group of Units 
Seoul 
Apt. 8 py. 2,300,000 10,500 52,500 1-9 50-65,000 10-15 8.9 
" 10 py. 2,900,000 13,200 66.000 13-16 65-15.000 15-20 19.2 
" 13 py. 3,300,000 15,000 75,000 19-22 15-90.000 20-30 23.1 
Seconda~ Urban Areas 
Apt. 8 py. 2,300,000 14,100 13,500 18-21 10-90,000 20-30 2.2 
" 10 py. 2,900.000 18,500 92,500 33-31 90-100,000 30..lto 5.9 
" 13 py. 3,350.000 21,350 106,150 40-50 100-110,000 40-50 29.6 
Row House 8 py. 2,450,000 15,600 18,000 21-24 15-90.000 20..;.30 5.2 
" 
10 py. 2,850,000 18,200 91,000 32-36 90-100.000 30-40 2.1 
" 11 py. 3.200,000 20,400 102,000 31-41 100-110.000 40-50 3.1 
Y Including Management Fee 
y Assuming 20 Percent of Income Allocated to Payment 
11 See Discussion of Income Distribution Annex A (Based on EPB/BOS Survey vith Range Compared to ·other Income Studies) 
INCOME LEVEL OF AID/HG HOUSING PROGRAMS 
1973 - 1978 
CU''''tNT PR.ctl 
LEGEND 
HI - 00' - KNHC 
HI - 002. KNHC 
HI - 005. kNHC 
MONTHLY 'NCOlit 
WON a IUIIJ 
HI - 004 - S[OUL CITY IQUATTt" 
HI - 005. KNHC 
HI - 001 - kNHC IQlIATTt" , 
HI - 007A - kNHC 
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2., Phase B - FY '1918, 
e.. ' 'KOrea: Housing' B8.r1k 
J.) Tar get Inc ome "Groups 
The target income groups of the 1978 HIG~ll be the same 
as the target for the ,Phase A (FY.77) HIG. The target 
groups will,.. however~ be broadened to include f'a.m.iJ.ies 
in market towns, members of cooperatives and credit unions, 
and fa.m.iJ.ies ow. existing shelter but desiring home improve-
ment loans. 
2) At'fordabUity 
KBB loans will be made on terms reflecting the ROKG decision 
to move mortgage interest rates closer to marke1: rates, and 
employed in the Phase A (FY 77) RIG loan, i. e., between 12 
and 15 ~~ccen~ interest, 20 years repayment. Within these 
terms and the income target groups, maximum loans will be 
established assuming a family can devote 20 percent of its 
income to shelter. Graduated mortgage payments 'based upon 
the experience of the FY 77 HIG loan will be utilized to 
maintain affordability by the target income groups at the 
higher inte~est rate. 
3) Impact of RIG on KRB 
In 1975 a total of 188,851 housing units were constructed in 
Korea, 94.4% of the planning goal for that ye ar. The Korea 
Housing Bank planned to finance 10,400 units for private 
sector construction in 1975 from its banking tund~ (i.e., 
savings deposits) and actually financed 9,066. achieving 
87.2% of its target. In 1975 the Bank made total housing 
loans from all sources including National Housing tunds in 
the amount of 15,938,000,000 won, or approximately $75 million. 
The number of units financed from all sources was 40 ,854 for 
a loan per unit of approximately $1,832. As of April 1977, 
the Bank had outstanding approximately 169 billion won in 
housing loans t up :trom 129 billion won one year earlier, an 
increase of 40 billion won over the one-year period. In dol-
lar terms, the increase in housing loans outstanding :trom 
April 1976 to April 1977 was approximately $85 million. 
Based on the present trends, Korea Housing Bank can be ex-
pected to il:crease its mortgage loans from Ba.nking and National 
Hous ing Funds by $100,000,000 per year by 1978. The AID loan 
of $25 million to be channeled through the Korea Housing Bank 
in 1978 will thus approxiJ'llate about 25% of the total increase 
in housing loans which might be expected during that period. 
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While the AID 1030 will represent a massive increase in 
the amount of housing 1"u.nds handled by the Korea Housing 
Bank, it appears feasible for the Bank to handle these 
funds if preparations are begun in the near :fI.rture. 
The planned increase in Bank capitaJ. as well as its re-
organization and branch expansion shou1.d provide an 
increased capability for the Bank to handle ex;panded 
housing ~inances. 
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c. Social Analysis 
1. Impact on Beneficiaries 
a. Phase A 
Apartment 11 ving appears to have become not "pnly acceptable but 
desired on the part of a.growing number of Koreans in major cities. 
'A recent survey of 500 college students in Seoul found that 88% of 
those polled hoped to live in apartments after their marriage; among 
the women surveyed, an even larger majority, 95%, desired apartment 
living. The reasons given for this popularity in the Korean magazine 
article citing these figures are the convenien~e and comfort of apart-
ments and, particultrly, the social status they are felt to confer 
on their residents. 
If status can be derived from housing which is less costly than 
single family homes, that is one added benefit beyond many mentioned 
by a 749-person sample of RIG-financed apartment dwellers in a survey 
conducted by KNEe in February 1977. General health, recreation and 
safety were features of apartment life reacted to particularly favorably 
by those 2"esidents intervieved. Despite the" fact that the residents 
had lived in the apartments only a few years, at most, a third of the 
sample (33.4%) felt that their children's health had improved since 
coming to the apartments. Almost all of those sampled (92.3%) stated 
that they lived near recreational facilities in the apartment, whereas 
about half this percentage (47.8%) were so favorably situated in their 
previous residence. And over two-thirds of the sample (67.0%) felt 
safer in the apartments, regarding crime and vandalism, than they 
had in the neighborhood they had lived in before. Yet, despite the 
prevalent notion that apartment living may lead to anomie and isol~tion, 
community spirit appeared high among the residents of KNHC-AID units 
sampled; a clear majority (70.0%) of these persons expressed a desire 
to participate in voluntary community works to improve the neighborhood. 
The nev feature of the FY77 program is row houses which will 
hopefully retain the positive social aspects of the prior apartment 
units while offering increased opportunity to the residents to expand 
their units as the need arises, according to their need and economic 
ability. 
b. ~ B: KJIB 
The second phase of the proposed 1977/78 BIG program should result 
in at least two major and significant social fall-outs from the program. 
First, in liberalizing the terms for housing finance under the 1977 
loan, the 1978 loan should provide the needed incentives for KHB to 
service lower-income people than were reached previously. The in-
creased access to shelter for the poor which will result is a social 
benefit in and of itself. 
1rang Sang-Yun, "Apartment Rush in Seoul". Newsreviev, July 16, 1977, p. 18. 
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In addition, the ICHB, through the 1918 loan program may become 
a catalyst for the support and/or creation of socially-oriented in-
stitutions and programs allover Korea. It is expected that a portion 
of the KHB loans will go to intermediate borrowers; these may be credit 
unions, cooperatives or municipalities. In the former instance, the 
~wDds will buttress these institutions, vhich vere created to respond 
to the social needs of the people according to their own values and 
priorities. These are community-based institutions vhich drav on 
the leadership of the beneficiaries pro~~ding maximum popular parti-
cipation. In the case of municipalities, it is believed that the KHB 
loans may be used to complement incipient infrastructure improvements 
in upgrading programs by providing long-term financing for Lome im-
provement and replacement loans. These upgrading programs, as has 
been seen in previous BIG-supported programs, are.8 most effective vay 
to improve the physical, social and economic lives of the poorest 
residents of Korea's urban areas. 
2. Role of Women 
Whether married, single, divorced or vidowed. vomen are equally 
eligible along vith men for loans to finance housing and to own real prop-
er~y in their own·right. Housewives, although appearing to be somewhat 
subservient to their husbands in public, play a major role in decision-
making vithin the home. In the selection and purchase of a home, she 
usually participates vith her husband in the decision-making process. 
In the planning and design of housing, vomen's opinions and ideas 
are being taken more and more into consideration. KNEC employs full-time 
vomen architects vho participate in the design of their nev housing. Part-
time vomen consultants from Korean universities also provide advice on 
housing planning and design. The KNEC Research Institute conducts special 
and periodic surveys and evaluations in vhi ch vomen play a prominent 
professional role in conducting. 
In addition, the KNHC Research Institute has been carrying out 
socio-economic studies in squatter communities as a basis for planning area 
development. Women have proven to be more effective than men in ~arrying 
out these studies. 
The KEE, although 11 traditional banking institution, has made 
some progress toward increasing the number of vomen in skilled, professional 
jobs. Of the appro~tmately 2,000 employees of KEE, about 500 are vomen. 
Of this 500, about 150 are employed as accountants, bookkeepers and cashiers. 
The policy of KEE is to increase the employment of vamen in professional jobs • 
.-
D. ECt:'nomic Analysis 
1 • ROKG Goals 
The Fourth Five-Year Economic Development Plan, for the period 
1917-81, sets thref~. broad goals: the achievement of self-sustaining 
growth; promotion O!-,.soc1al velfare; and increased productivity. 
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The main engine of economic growtllt~JIl11 continue to be exports. 
Building on their remarkable past success in this area, the KOreans expect 
commodity exports to increase at an annual rate of 16%, in 1975 prices, 
producing consistent trade surpluses before the end of the Pl~n period. 
At the same time, as a means of maintaining Korea's concentration in areas 
of comparative advantage, the Plan places emphasis on shifting from 
unskilled to skilled labor intensive industries, such_as electronics, 
machinery, and shipbuilding. The plan also calls forthe achievement of 
self-reliance in investment financing through various domestic savings 
incentives. Ey way of these and other measures, the Koreans are aicing 
for an average annual real GNP growth rate of 9.2% over the Plan period. 
Social welfar~ goals will be pursued with particular emphasis on 
impro'ring Korea's already favorable income distribution structure - primaril; 
by creating new jobs. The 9.2% GNP growth rate quoted above is considered 
necessary if new jobs are to be generated for a labor force that is ex-
pected to grow at 3% per year. More educational opportunities will be 
made available as ~ means of fostering upward mobility. To improve living 
conditions, large investments wi:l be made in the areas of housing con-
struction, pollution cont.rol, rural electrification, and water supply. 
The thlrd major goal of the Plan, increased productiYity, will 
be pursued through various means. Investment i~ research and development 
is expeoted to rise to one percent of GNP by 1981. Further, the Plan en-
visages a gradual simplification of p::wernment controls over the economy, 
and a partial dismantling of import restrictions, both measures aimed at 
fostering fair competition and hence increased productivity. 
In the past, Korea has demonstrated a remarkable abili:y to 
fulfill, and s~ass, its economic development plan goals. The goals 
cited above are realistic, and well within reach barring any catastrophic 
external factors. 
2. Current Trends 
1976 ' .... as a vintage year for the Korean economy. Real GNP grew 
by over 15%; exports of goods and services increased by 56%, helping to 
slash the current account deficit to a modest $283 million and foreign 
exchange reserves almost doubled to $2.9 billion. As a result, the Koreans 
were able to accelerate the ret~rement of some of the heavy debt obligations 
that they were fo~ced to incur during the difficult 1974-75 period. 
Based on indications thus far, 1977 will be less spectacular 
than the preceding year, but vory respectable nonetheless. While jomestic 
economic activity has shown some sluggishness, the all-important external 
sector remaic.s strong. The -nuue of commodity exports for the fi:!"st :hree 
months was ~oc.sistent with tce year-end target of $10 billion. The per-
formance of the services sector was particularly encouraging, thanks in 
part to a rema:!"kable surge in Middle Eastern construction contracts re-
ceived by Korean firms over the past year. 'lhile the ~ost recent data on 
Llc arrivals indicate a possible weakening of export performance towards 
the middle of the year, prospects are still ~avorable for a modest current 
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account surplus for 1977 as a whole. 
The main thrust ~f the government's efforts in 1977 will be to 
keep price inflation down to an acceptable level. The wholesale price 
index was up 11.4% ~~ an annual basis through June and improvement is in 
order if inflation is 1.0 be kept within the le % target for the year as a 
whole. The Government i~ likely to avoid any drastic deflationary action, 
however, that may place its 10% GNP growth target in jeoparuy. 
3. Balance of Payments and Debt Service Considerations 
As noted above, Korea's bal.ance of payments picture turned around 
dramatically in 1976, and prospects are for continued strong performance 
in this area. Commodity eXllorts are surging ahead rapidly, thanks in part 
to the business recovery in developed countries. Services receipts, 
fueled by tourism and ~tiddle East construction contracts, are shoving even 
better results; end imports, while on the rise, are increasing at a slower 
pace. The official targets for 1977 call for commodity exports of $10.0 
billion, commodity imports of $10.3 billion, and a net current account 
deficit of $484 million. This, according to the Plan, is to he offset by 
net capital inflows totalling $1.3 billion and an increase of $0.8 billion 
in foreign exchange reserves, which would bring year-end FX holdings to 
$3.7 billion. Judging from indications so far, eXllorts of goods and 
services will probably excee target levels, producing a modest surplus -
rather than a deficit - on C1 'ent account. 
With foreign exchange reserves now building up more quickly than 
expected, and inflationary pressures looming on the horizon, the Korean 
government is taking steps to reduce the inflow of short-term capital.. 
Through a gradual dismantling of incentives for short-term borrowing, 
the Government was successful in holding net short-term capital inflows 
to $95.2 million during the first quarter of 1977 - as compared to $273.5 
over the corresponding period in 1976. 
Korea's debt service ratio (payment of principal and interest on 
medium and long-term debt as a percentage of receipts from goods and services) 
was 12.7% in 1975, and 11.8% in 1976. It is projected to stay in that general 
range through the Fourth Plan period, and, if all goes vell, to drop off 
gradually in subf~quent years. This, of course, assumes the continued 
availability of ~oncessional financing from international. financial insti-
tutions, and the achievement of FOU1-th Plan targets. 
4. Impact of the Pronosed Housing Guaranty Program fOT CY 1977-78 
a. Impact on Korea's Debt Situation and Balance of Payments 
The proposed program would involve guaranteed loans totaling 
$50 million, of which the first half would be committed in CY 1977 
and the second half in CY 1978. Terms would be up to 25 years maturity, 
about 9~1/2% interest, with up to 10 years grace. 
The above amounts can easily ~~_~~c:~o.dated wi thin the framework 
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ot KOrea's development planning. Under the Fourth Five Year Plan 
(19TI-81), the Koreans are counting on new concessional public loan 
commitments from abroad totalling $1.3 billion in 1977 and 1978. Such 
loans are expected to provide the backbone for overall new long-term 
foreign capi tal commitments of $2.3 'oillion . and $2.4 billion respectivelY', 
magnitudes which in turn are consistent with prudent debt and balance 
of payments management goals as reflected in th~ Plan. Assuming the 
Koreans st~ within their debt planning limits ~and theY' have a good 
track record in this regard - the $50 million Housing GuarantY' Progrwn 
can onlY' have a salutary effect on the achievement of Plan targets. 
b. Impact on the Korean Construction Industry 
The housing guarantY' program should provide a modest degree of 
stimulation to KOrea's building construction industry, which has 
experienced something of a slump during the first half of 1977 com-
pared to the same period in 1916. In terms of floor area, construction 
permits during the first five months of 1976 totalled 8,964,000 square 
meters; the figure for the same period in 1977 was only 7,543,000 
square meters, a 15.9% drop. HOUSing construction per!!!:. dropped 21. 9% 
fram 5,370,000 to 4,194,000 square meters. 
If the construction industry is to hold its own in 1977 and 
achieve a modest recovery thereafter, building penni ts should at-
tain a level of about 18,000,000 square meters for 1977 as a whole, 
and rise to 20,000,000 in 1978. Under these conditions, the proposed 
Housing GuarantY' Program would contribute 1.3% (232,000 m2 ) and 1.2% 
(240,000 m2 ) to the total volume of building construction in 1977 
and 1978, respectively. 
c. Imoact cn EmDloyment 
1) Phase A. The total estimated cost of the proJects is 
$42 million (W 20 billion) of which the estimated labor cost 
is 25%. The estimated a"l: erage wage in the construction industry 
at the end of CY 1977 is $286 (W 138,000) per month. The esti-
mated labor force requirement would be 36,280 worker/months or 
:\,019 worker/years to construct these projects. The ; ,tal wages 
paid over a six months period (September 1977 through March 1978) 
will be about $10.5 million (w 5 billion). 
2) Phase B. It is estimated that during CY 1978 the employ-
ment generated ·~11 be abou~ the same as Phase A but spread over 
a 12-month period. 
E. Other Rele7ant Experience 
Two agencies in addition to AID have been involved in KOrean housing: 
the United Nations and the World Bank. 
1. United ~ations 
The role of the United Nations in KOrean housing has been a 
sponsor of technical assistar.ce from 1974-75 for the preparation of a 
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national physical plan and a regional plan for Gwangju Region. The report 
on the Gwangju plan contained a number of findings whi ch mtght be best 
S'Ulllll'l8.rized by the statement that there is a housing shortage in the Gwanju 
region, provoked by a dearth of long-term housing finance and a consequent 
lack of housing si tea and means of building wi thin the reach of the lowest 
income groups. The report recommended: 
a. A study of the possibility of expanded external finance for housing; 
b. The institutionalization of a private housing finance system; 
c. Comprehensi ve land studies, land banking for low-income housing 
and increases in the property tax rate to discourage land speculation; 
d. A revolving f\md to finance purchase and development of land by cities; 
e. Training in housing, land development and management; 
f. Criteria for allocating credit in accordance with social objectives 
of prOviding housing for low-income people, rather thaD relating to 
size and quality of the house; 
g. :i.'he elimination of subsidies except for the lovest-income groups; 
h. Studies to be conducted on expandable minimal housing; and 
i. The establishment of a national center for research in housing 
and urban development. 
While the U.N. has not undertaken any program to assist Korea in 
carrying out these recommendations, AID's program has been directly 
responsible for the implementation of recommendations a, e, f. g"and h. 
2. World Bank 
The World Bank is presently supporting a modified $2.6 millionl 
sites and services project at three sites in separate cities in the Gwangju 
Region. This project is intended to accommodate a mix of population groups, 
mainly low-income, but also middle- and high-income groups. Each of the 
three pro~ect sites will contain from 500 to 700 units, ~th plot sizes 
ranging from 28 to 75 pyongs, 75% in the smallest category. The hou£ing 
is to be provided by the KNRC vhich can be expanded by the homeowners. 
To lover costs, the units are designed in a duplex and quadruplex con-
figuration. 
Loans are available separately for lot purchase and housing 
finance. The size of the downpayment is directly proportional to the 
size of the lot or house to be purchased; the former ranging from 20% to 
100% for the land and 20 to 50% for the house. Interest rates for ser-
viced land financed by the Bank are for 15 years. Loans from the ROKG 
for purchase of the hOUSing unit are for 7 years. 
lworld Bank, "Appraisal of the Secondary Ci ti es Regional Projvct in Korea", 
Annex 3, p. 2, Dec. 1974. 
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While not literally a si~es and services project, but rather 
expandable housing, the World Bank GW'angju experience does offer certain 
innovative and potentially worthy contributions to the Korean housing 
field. The project r~resents the first attempt in Korea at providing 
long-term finance for lot purchase. The combination of small lot size and 
basic housing should reduce costs to a new low for single family housing. 
Nevertheless, due to high infrastructure and housing lStandards and high land 
development costs, the occupants of the smallest lots are now expected not 
to be lower··income than those reached by the 7.5 pyong apartments (between 
second and third deciles), as originally intended. 
Implementation of the project has experienced delays and no sales 
have yet occurred against which an evaluation of the project can be made. 
In summary, too many questions are unresolved at thjs time to say more 
than the project does not appear to be fulfilling its original promise. 
The sites and services approach has yet to be demonstrated as a viable 
alternative to other forms of urban development for low-income persons 
in Korea. 
The World Bank has also been negotiating with the KNHC on the 
development of row-expandable housing in various secondary cities. 
During July 1977, a World Bank Mission worked with KNEC on selecting 
sites, site planning, unit designs, costs and financing techniques. Under 
consideration were 8, 10, and 12 pyong expandable row houses. Site 
selection proved to be a difficult problem, even in the secondarJ cities, 
with site area limited, land costs high and appropriate location difficult. 
In discussions with KNEC, the World Bank team tried to promot(;; the concept 
of large site development, with raqge of lot sizes and cross subsidy of 
land and infrastructure, to reduce costs of small lots. 
KNEC resisted the concept on the basis of their legal con-
straints. ~lHC also found that in a govp.rnment institution, they could 
not get involved in the land adjustment scheme, widely used in Korea. 
The World Bank is scheduled to return to Korea in October to 
further pursue development of a program. 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
A. Implementing Institutions - Roles and Responsibilities 
1. Phase A - PI 1917 
a.. KNHC~ a.s borrower, will ha.ve t'ull responsibility for: 
negotiating and entering into a loan agreement with a U.S. Lender; 
negotiating and entering into an Implementation Agreement with 
AID; planning, design and construction of the projects sales and 
mortgage servicing of loans under the HG loan; and ma.intenBnce and 
ma.nagement of the proJects. In addition, they will ha.ve responsi-
bility for monitoring income data and the continuing eValuatior. 
of the program. 
b. !f!!!, in preparation for the 1978 Phase B loan, will be 
responsible for the implementation of the new housing finance 
policy, expa.nding operations, planning and conducting studies and 
modifying regulations and operations to meet the conditions of the 
RIG loa.n. 
c. MOC will have continuing responsibility for the overa.ll 
nationa.l housing policy and planning-giving policy guidance to both 
KNHC and KHB. 
d. MOF, as supervisor of KHB, will maintain fiscal and financial 
oversight over KHB policy implementation and operations. 
e. EPB, a.s the ROKG' s overall planning and coordinating agency, 
rill conti'Ilue to give guida.nce in the integration of the social, 
physical and financial a.spects of program implementation. Specifi-
cally, EPB will have the responsibility for getting the National 
Assembly approval of KHB as the borrower under Phase B, providing 
the ROKG gua.ra.nty to AID and a ma.intenaDce of value guaranty to KNHC. 
2. Phase B - FY 1978 
a. KHB, a.s the borrcwer, will have full responsibility for: 
negotiating and entering into a. loan agreement with a U.S. Lender; 
negotiating and entering into an Implementation Agreement with AID; 
ma.king loa.ns to indi vidua.ls and subborrovers; mainta.ining a reserve 
a.ccount; a.nd servicing all loans and sub loa.ns under the HIG loan. 
In addition, they will be responsible for continuing studies and 
research; monitoring income data; and the continuing evaluation of 
the program. ~. 
b. Sllbbprrovers - Local municipalities, KNHC, Credit Unions, 
Coopera.tives and other eligible subborrovers will, except as other-
wise arranged .with KH:B, be responEible for the ~oductiOD of housing, 
origina.ting a.nd servicing the loans. 
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c.. MOF,. as supervisor of 1mB, will maintain fiscal and finan-
cial oversignt over KHB po~icy implementation and operations. 
d. MOC will have continuing responsibl.llty tor national po~icy 
and planiiTrig - giving guidance to KlIB. 
e. EPB, as the ROKG' s overal~ planning and coordinating agency, 
will continue to give guidance on the integration C1f the social, 
phy'sica~ and financial aspects of program. im:p~ementation. Specifi-
c~y, EPB will have the responsibility for pro-' "ing the ROKG 
guaranty to AID and a maintenance of value guaranty to KHB. 
B. Technical Assistance and Training - Phase A and Phase B 
~. Housing Finance Specialist 
This specialist will be assigned to and loce.ted in KHB and pro-
vide broad advice and assistance on all aspects of KHB policies and 
operations. The specialist will be assigned tor two years begizming 
no ater than January 1978. The specialist:J a contract Technician 
will be recruited and nominated by SER/H and be subject to KlIB 
approval. Initially the specialist will be funded by SER/H/W but 
subsequently the :t'ull costs will be reimbursed by KHB :from. the FYl978 
~oan. 
2. Consultants 
As identified in the Description of Project, Phase At consultants 
will be made available beginning in October 1977. Costs of consultants 
will be tunded by SER/a from fee income. 
3. Training 
a. KHE Staff - The Housing Finance Specialist assigned to KHB 
and consultants will be utilized to conduct special seminars in the 
f'ie~d cf their particular expertise. 
b. OVerseas Training -- MOC has planned for nine persons/months 
(3 persons) of training in housing finance in the U.S. In addition, 
MOC has planned for ten person/months (3 persons) of training in 
housing policy in the U.S. and two and one-hal..f' person/months (7 
persons) of training and observation of squatter upgrading programs 
in Asian countries. The ROKG will finance travel of the trainees 
and the employer will finance per diem and s~. SER/rr vill cover 
the U.S. training costs. The details of trainee selection, scheduling 
and training are to be worked out. Trainin3 is scheduled to occur 
between Nov~oer 1977 and June 1978. 
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c. Eve.luation 
1. Phase A (FY 1977) 
Evaluation of the FY 1977 program vi11 follow the procedures 
established for the previous KNEC evaluation (see II.A.2.a.2). As 
in the previous evaluation, the KNHC Min:iJr.al. Shelter Unit of the 
Research Institute will have primary responsibility ~or the evalua-
tion. A base-line survey questionaire wi1.1 be given to a representa-
tive sample of the newly-arrived residents in the first quarter of 
1978. Particular attention will be given to determining a basis for 
assessing the relative merits and shortcoming of the new row houses 
as compBl'ed to the equivalently priced apartment units. These and 
other topics deserving particular attention may be covered by more 
extensive case studies later in the year. Follow-up surveys to 
assess program impact wi:U be conducted not earlier than two and not 
later than three years sUbsequent to the initial date of occupancy 
(later survey to measure longer-range program effects may ~ollow). 
Institutional self-evaluation will proceed at three-month intervals. 
Both apartment/row houses and institutiOlle.l eValuations will be the 
subject of bi-annual reports from the KNEC to AID/RHUDO. 
2. Phase B (FY 1978) 
The evaluation of second Phase (B) of this program will be 
designed to measure the impact of the housing finance policy changes 
and the operational policy and procedural changes of the KRB, rather 
than proj ect-specific. Here the· overall goal involves the improvement 
and expansion of the national housing finance system rather than the 
construction of a finite number of dwelling units. Nevertheless, the 
system being affected can be broken down into its relevant component 
parts and changes which take place on each pa.rt recorded and analyzed 
over time. For the purposes of evaluations, these parts would be: 
a. The KHB as an organization 
1) new brancbes 
2) new staff 
3) cost of administering new program 
4) efficiency of savings and loan administration 
b. Recipients of loans 
:) increase in % of low-income 
2) final borrowers VB. in termediary institutions. (i. e •• 
retaileI' v. whole saler ); type o~ clientele reached 
by each. 
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c. Rousing Finance Policy assessment 
1) sources of .finance 
2) increase in savings 
3) lending terms and volume. 
4) impact on housing finance 
5) workability of finance :.?olicies 
It is expected that this evaluation will be based on KBB records 
from ongoing operations. A unit within KBB will be assigned primary 
responsibility for the eva.luation. As outlined abuve, much of the 
evaluation will center on changes taking place withiil the organization 
itself'. Other changes. will register from records of nev borrovers. 
The principle of before and after measur~ment vill be applied, in 
order to measure change, re: the organization and borrovers (low-
income families throughout Korea). The base-line study would take 
place in early 1978, while the follow-up woUld come at l2-month 
intervals over a two to three year peri~d from the date of program 
commencement. The housing finance specialist assigned to KHB will 
assist rith the section of the evaluation dealing with housing finance 
policy. This shoul.d take place as part of the EOPS reviev following 
complete disbursement of the loan. 
D. Ail... Role and Res'Ponsibili:~;': 
1. Moni-coring 
SER/H, through its Rep;ional Housing and Urban Development Office 
(RRUDO), will :nonitor the implementation of both Phase A and Phase B. 
Since SER/H has had long experience with KNEC, monitoring of the KNHC 
part of Phase A wJ.ll be minima.l. This will be the first experience 
working with KHB so RHUDO will concentrate on working closely with 
and monitoring KHB at least during the early part of the implementation 
period. 
2. Ap'Crovals 
a. KNEe - Phase A. -- The basic conditions and approvals rill be 
incorporated in the Implementation Agreement so no specific approvals 
during the implementation period are anticipated. !my variation from 
the Implementation .\greement will require approval by amendment. 
Technical reviews of specific projects will not be conducted because 
of the demonstrated. capabilities of KNEC. RHUDO will, however, review 
and approve the initial and subsequent request for disbursement. 
b • ~ - Phase A and B. - Approvals of RHUDO will be required 
for at least the following: 
1) Scope of work for. studies; 
2) Mortgage sys·tem to be adopted, i.e., variable, 
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stepped or graduated; 
3) Evaluation system; 
4) Loan ap}llication and approval process; 
5) Income monitoring system; 
6) All.ocation of loans by category, i.e., individunl, 
local government, KNHC, Credit Unions, Cooperatives and others'; 
7) Sub loan commitments a.nd agreements; 
8) Reserve fund management; 
9) Initial and subsequent requests for disbursement. 
3.' 'Disbursements 
a. mc - Phase A. . - The initial and subsequent disbursements 
will be made on the basis o~ certi~ication and verification of la.nd 
purchased, work in place and construction completecl. 
b. KHB - Phase B. - An initial disbur&ement will be macle basecl 
on the estimated value of lo~s to be made over a given period o~ 
t;ime. The second and subsequent disbursements wil.l be macle on the 
basis of the estimated value of loans to be macle over a given period 
of time minus the value of loans not made uncler the previous disburse-
ment. 
4. Evaluation 
The implementing instit'L."tions, KNRC and KBB vill be conducting a 
continuing evaluation of their respective programs. Every twelVe 
months they will submit to RHUDO an eva.luation report for IUIUDO review 
a.nd cliscussion with the implementing agency. Upon completion of each 
program the implementing agency will ~repare a final EOPS evaluation 




E. Implementation Plan and Schedule 
1. Phase A. - ffCProgramFY1977 
Date Activity Responsibility 
September 1977 Authorization AID/W 
October Select U.S Lender
 
October Negotiate and Sign Loan KNC/U.S. Lender and 
and Implementation SER/H 
Agreements 
October Host Country Guaranty EPB 
October AID Guaranty to U.S. Lender SER/H 
October Initial Disbursement KNKC/SER/H and U.S. 
Lender
 
September 1977 KNHC Construction and KSHC/SER/H and
 
Thru April 1978 Disbursements 
 U.S. Lender 
November 1977 KNHC Sales and Mortgages KNHC 
Thru April 1978 
October 1977 Evaluation - Establish KNHC
 
base line data for KNEC 
Construction and Sales 
Program 
March 1978 Draft Evaluation Report and KNHC/RHUDO 
Review 
July Final Evaluation Report KNHC/RHUDO 
August RHUDO Final Evaluation RHUDO 
EOPS 
July 1977 Implement Finance Policies KHB/MOF/MOC/EPB 
and Expans ion 
October 1977 Planning and Conduct of KHB/MOF/MOC/RHUDO 
Thru April 1978 Studies 
October 1977 Selection, Scheduling and KEB/RHUDO 
Thru April 1978 Assignment of Consultants 
and Nominate Housing SER/H/RHUDO/KHBOctober 1977 Select 
Finance Specialist
 
1978 Specialist on Job SER/H/RHUDOJanuary 
October 1977 Discussions and Planning KHB/MOF/MOC/RHUDO 
Thru March 1978 For Phase B 
February 1978 Set up Evaluation System KHB/RHUDO 
For Housing Finance Policy 
RHUDO
May 1978 Assessment of KHB 

Preparedness for Phase B
 
and Recommendation for 
Authorization of Phase B 
HIG 
July 1978 Authorize Phase B, HIG AID/W
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2. Phase B. K-B Program FY 1978 





Select U.S. Lender 
Negotiate and Sign Loan 
AID/W 
1IB 






Host Country Guaranty 





KHB/U.S. Lender and 
August 1978 to 
December 1979 
April 1978 
Disbursements by U.S. 






line data and Evaluation 
December 1978 Plan Evalu..tion Report and KE/RHUDO 
June 1979 
Review 
"1 it it It 
December 1979 
January 1980 
Final Evaluation Report 
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SUBJECT: KOREA HOUSING GUARANTY
 
I. PIC FOR NEW NG PROGRAM FOR KOR£A FO FY 1177 AND I 
APPROVED IY ASIA BUREAU ON MARCH 4. Ill. AS APPROVED 
PIO PROVIDES FOR THE OVELOPMENT OF A SHELTER PROGRAM TO 
BEFUNDED INFY Ill? AND )1 WITHIN THE RANGE OF IS TO 2S 
MILLION DOLS. FOR EACH FISCAL YEAR01 A TOTAL OF 14 rO 
54 MILLIONDOLLARS FOR THE TWO YEAR PERIOD. 
2. ONE OF THE OBJECTIYES OF THE PROGRAM IS TOCONTINUE TO 
PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TOTHE ROxG IN ITSEFFORTS TO EXPAND 
ITSSHELTER PROGRAMFOR LOoR-INOME CAMILIES. AN EFFORT 
IS ALSOBEING MADE TO ASSIST THE AGOG AUDRESSIfS HOUSING 
FINANCE PROBLEM. TO THIS END, AID SUBMITTED TOTHE RORG 
A HOUSING REPORTPREPAREDFINANCE BY AIO CONSULTANT 
RICHARD Pow ASSOCIATES. THEROAG IS CURRENTLY PREPARING 
ITS COMMENTS NO FORMAL POP MILLOh THEPRATT REPORT. 

SEREQUIRED. HOWVER. PRIOR TO PREPARING PP. SEA/H MILL 
SUBMIT AN INIERIM DOCUMENT DESCRIBING OKG RESPONSE TO
 
THE PRATT REPORT ACTIONANDPROPOSED ONiECOMMENOATIONS, 
RONGHOUSINGFiNANCE OBIECTIVES, ANDSLW/HANALYSIS THERE-
Of.
 
3. INTERIM DOCUMENT ZESCSIBEO PARA 2 ABOVE SHOULD DISCUSS
 
EXTENT TO WHICH BASIC PRINCIPL(4 OF FINANCE POLICIES
 
AND/OR POLICY FRAME WORA MUST 9E MUTUALLY AGREEO BEFORE
 
PROCEEDING WITH PP. ANALYSIS SHOULD PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF
 
SUCH AGREEMENT AND CLARIFY NOW HG AND RELATED ASSISTANCE
 
BY SER/H WILLHELP TOWARDS DEVELOPING A RATiONAL HOUSING
 
FINANCE POLICY AIMED AT THE POORER MAJORITI.
 
4. REuEST THAI YOU ADVISE THEiNHC O0 MINISTRY OF CON-

STRuCIION OF THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE ON AN INFORMAL BASIS 
'THEPROGRAM FAMILY TOSE ONE OF THIDOESPERMIT PLANNING 
CRITERIA FORELIGIBILITY UNITFORA HOUSING FINANCED 
THROUGH THE HOUsING GUARANTY PROGRAM. ADDITIONALLY, A 
qOG POLICY GIVING PISliTONA MORE FAVORABLE TO AN APPLI-
CANTWITH A SIMALLER FORA HOUSING NOTFAMILY LOANWOULD 
PRESENT A PROdLEM TO AID. HOWEVERSTERILIZATION AS ONE 
OF THE BASES FORELIGIBILITY NOT3t TOWOULD ACCEPTABLE 
AID."
 
. TNt PPWILL iE FORA TWOi1lYEARPROGRAMAT31 TO 
S MILLION0OLLARS UITH AN EQUALAMOUNTro It AUTHORIZED 
UNCLASSIFIED
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SUBJECT: KOREA HOUSING GUARANT)
 
(9) SEOUL 5296
REF: (A) WALSH/ZENGER MEMO DATED 6/3/77, 





CONCURS IN RHUDO'S PREPARATION OF PROJECT PAPER FOR 






SUMMA RY 	 Life Project:PROJECT DESIGN 
LOGICAL FRAMEWOI& From FY 1977 to FY 1978 
Total U.S. Funding $50 M 
Project Title & Number: Housing Guaranty Program - Korea 489-IIG-007 A and B 	 Date Prepared: 7/1Z/77 
GOAL INDICATORS VERIFICATI1U I ASSUMPTIONS 
by finance 1. EPB and MOC 1. ROKG implements housingImprove shelter conditions Resources mobilized 
of low income families in system are equitably availaLble statistics and plans. policies ind uding newly 
urban areas through to low income families for the 2. KUB savings and lending adopted housing finance 
expansion and improvement Inprovement of their shelter data and evaluations, policy. 
of national housiqi finance conditions. 3. 	 KNIiC housing production 2. Hlousing finance resources 
data and evaluations, can be increasinglysystem. 
4. 	 SER/H evaluations, mobilized domestically by 
new finance policy. 
3. 	 Public sector 1....lng finance 
will be increasingly made 
available to low income 
families. 
END OF PROJECT STATUS
 
Phase A FY 1977 1. Increase totA annual I. MOC and KNHC reports 1. KNIiC can produce units
 
Transition Phase production and sate of and recorda. 

PURPOSE 
affordable by low income 
1. 	 Make long term finance units In more urban areas families lIn-nore urban
 




affurdable by low income
 




Z. Siiniultanecously (in 2. 	 Irnpleme,,tation of finance 2. KHB and MOF reports Z. ROKG can and will imple­
preiparatioti 	 for Phase 1 policies mnobilizes more and records. ment new housing finance 
policies.assist and support the 	 savings and makes more 

lung term financing
imnpl.,mslntatioul of tile 

HOKU new houStlg finance available.
 
policies and dzvelopiag 
3. SER/li monitoring and 3. 	 KHB can become thetheir h~ousiig finance system 
evaluation. national houd ng financeand institutions. 
institution. 
C 
PURPOSE END OF PROJECT STATUS VF1RIFICATION ASSUMPTIONS
Phase B - FY 1978 Phase B.
 
Finance System Phase
1. Directly assist national I. KHB provides effective I. KHIB reportshousing finance Aystem 	 and records 1. KHB can effectivelysavings programs whichand institution In 	 and self evaluation, mobilize savings.also reach low income 





families through a variety
 
of loan types. 
2. KHB lending policies 2. SER/H monitoring and 2. KHBI Irevisesprovide long term financing evaluation, lending policies, to providefor low Income families for 
variety of loan types
serviced lots, building
materials purchase, home 	 available to low income families.improvement loans, and for
 
new units of less than 13 pyong

3. 1KB is an efficient housing 3. KHB canfinance institution serving 
efficiently serve a broad
uniformly a broad range of
income groups, ran ge of Income groups,

OUTPUTS 	 including low income groups.MAGNITUDE
 
Phase A FY '771. Produce and sell dwelling I. 6,750 dwelling units built 1. KNHC reports andunits affordable by low 	 1. RNItC can build unitsand sold affordable by low 	 at records,Income urban families In 	 cost planned and sellincome families. 
Seoul and secondary cities. 	 unlts to low Income 
families as scheduled.
 
Z. Implement housing finance 2. Laws and decrees passed 2. MOCpolicies: I.e. Interest on 	 and Kil1 reports, 2. MOC and KHBand issued, regulations




Phase A FY '77 (Co td) 
3. 	 Studies of critical areas in 

housing finance system 

4. 	 Increase access by savers and 
borrowers to savings and 
lending services 
Phase B FY '78 
1. 	 Provide finance through the 
national housing finance 
system for loans for the 
purchase of new dwelling units 
serviced lots, building
materials and the iuprovement
of existing units affordable 
by low incomo families in urban 
areas throuqhout Korea.2. 	 Increasing access by savers 
and borrowers to savings 
and lending services especially 
low income families. 
3. 	 Systematic evaluation of 
national housing finance 
system., 
MAGNITUDE VFRIFICATION ASSUMPTIONSS 	 U P I N3. 	 Studies are set up and 3. Completed studies
conducted, 	 and 3. Studies will be set up andreports. 
conducted in timely and 
useful manner. 
4. 	 KIIB establishes new 4. KHB reports and 4. 	 KHB can carry out plan,brantches, and recruits and 	 forrecords, 
expansion.
trains new staff and
 
branches in operation. 
 5. 	 SER/If monitoring and 
evaluation. 
1. 	 Loans made to about 15,27 1. KH13 reports and i. 	 KUB and subborrowerslow income families records.
throughout Korea. 	 can administer loans 
to low income families. 
2. KIIB continues to z. KHB records andexpi-nd by adding 	 2. KHB savings and lendingnew reports, 




3. 	 KH1B establishes and 3. 	 KHB reports andhas in operation an 	 3. KHB can effectivelyrecords, 
evaluate its operations.
evaluation unit or 
service. 









. KNHC technical, 
 I. KNHC maintains staff, I. KNIIC reports andadministrative *nd 1. KNHC can maintain staff.to implement program. records. 
evaluation Services. 
2. Downpayments of final 2. $17 m in downpa1 mentsborrowers, 2. KNHC reports and
made. 2. Final borrowers
records, have adequate savings.3. Funding of studies. 3. Funds committed and 3. KIIB reports on studies. 
expended. .KI has adequate budget 
---
--.. to fund studies.4. KIIB administrative 4. Number of new branches and 4. KHB reptorts andservices, 4.staff. KHB has adequate budget
records. fo !xpansion and additional 
5. MOC and MOF policy staff available.5. MOC and MOF maintain 5. MOIC and MOF reports. 5. MOCimplementation and MOF continue toservices. or expand staff. support prolicy implem enta­
tion. 
AID 
1. Housing Guaranty 1. $25 million authorized, 1. SER/H records. 1. Authorized, contracted withcontracted, and disbursed. 
U.S. investor, and fund2. Technical Assistance 2. Technicians and consultants 2. Technicians'and disburs,oprovided as required. consultants' reports. and consultants. 
3. SER/H Washington and 3. SER/JI Washington andAiIUDO planning, 3. SER/lI reco..s. 3. Continued SER/H supportIUIUDO maintain staff 





INPUTS INDICATORS VERIFICATION ASSUMPTIONS 
Phase B FY '78 
Host Country 
1. 	 lU-lB administrative 1. KHB expands staff. 1. KHB reports and records. 1. KHB has adequate budget 
services and staff training: for expansion. 
Z. 	 Sub-borrowers 2. Sub-borrowers provide 2. Sub-borrowers reports 2. 	 Sub-borrowers have 
administrative services, adequate staff to process and records, 	 adequate, budget 
and make loans. and staff. 
3. 	 Downpayments and other 3. $12 m downpayments 3. 	 KH5 reports and records. 3. Borrower/beneficiarjes 
equity of borrower/ and'other equity provided, have adequate savings. 
beneficiaries.
 
4. 	 MOC and MOF policy 4. MOC and MOF maintain 4. MOC and MOF records. 4. MOC an4-MOF continue 
implementation services, staff for this purpose. to 	support policy 




1. 	 Housing guaranty 1. $Z5 million authorized, I. SER/11 records. 1. Authoriled, contracted vith 
contracted and disbursed. U. S.investor and fully 
disbursed.
 
2. 	 Consultant services. 2. 	 Consultants provided as 2. Consultants reports. 2. Availability of consultants. 
req ci red. 
3. 	 SER/li Washington and 3. SER/il Washington and 3. SER/At Washington and 3. Continued SER/H support 
RHUDO planning. IUIUDO maintain staff RI-JUDO records, 	 and maintenance of 
preparation, monitoring support. RIIUDO staff. 
and evaluation services. 
Annex D 
IM Distributo in Urban Korea 
Th primary source for urban income distribution analysis
 
in Korea is the regular family inome and expenditure survey of the
 
Eniic 
 Planning Board, Bureau of Statistics (EPB/BOS) conducted
 
monthly and published quarterly. Though the sample design has been
 
revised, it is generally felt that the survey is 
 under representative
 
of the upper incame and the very lowest inccm 
 groups. Carparing
 
trends in the statistics with trends in national accounts, 
 there 
are sae indications, probably because of this possible bias, that
 
average and median incomes are scawnt higher than the survey
 
indicates though this is difficult to measure.
 
Other studies provide alternative analyses, The World Bank (ThRD) 
has published income distribution statistics for 1971. The Bank has 
also extracted urban inome distribution figures fran an unpublished
 
1968 survey done by the Econcmic Planning Board and the Bank of Korea 
(EPB/BOK,). Another study was done by Chung Ang University in 1966. 
While there are significant differences fran one survey to another 
at the extreme low and high incomes, it is interesting to note that 
there is not a lot of difference in the area of the 10t/i to 50th percentiles 
where analysis of low income projects is concerned. The table below shows 
the range indicated: 
-2-
Percentage share of total inowe by population decile groups 
IBEBOK2/ThM 	 Chiung Ang 2/ Range:
Decile 1975 1971 1968 1966 low Rig= 
0-10 3.1 3.4 2.5 
 2.0 	 2.0 3.4
 
10-20 4.2 	 3.94.7 4.0 3.9 4.7 
20-30 6.2 5.65.7 6.5 5.6 6.5 
30-40 6.9 6.6 6.8 7.5 6.6 7.5 
40-50 7.7 7.4 6.9 8.5 6.9 8.5 
50-60 9.1 8.6 7.7 9.5 7.7 9.5 
60-70 10.3 9.69.8 10.5 9.6 10.5 
70-80 12.0 11.311.6 12.5 11.3 12.5
 
80-90 15.5 14.5 15.2 
 15.0 14.5 15.5 
90-100 25.0 27.7 
 30.5 24.0 
 24.0 30.5
 
0 1007 100.0 100.0 100.0
.0 100.0 

1/ 	Converted to decile groupings from 11 income brackets 
usually shc~m in statistics 
2/ From a World Bank staff wrking paper, "Economic 
Growth and Income Inequality in Korea," Feb., 1976 
Whichever survey is accurate,more the range can be epressed in 
terms of the EPB/BOS statistics which fall in about the middle. In 
the second to fifth population deciles, the EPB/BOS statistics appear 
to 	be no more than 5-to 12% higher or lower than the highest or lowest 
level indicated by any of the other studies. 
-3-

C sn of income distribution fron EPB/BOS survey with high 
and low range of 3 other studies
 
Low Range Percentage High Range of Other
 
of other Studies Share of Total Studies Relative 
Decile Relative to EPB/BCS income fram E:B/BOS to EP'B/BOS 
10-20 -7.7% 4.2 + 1.1.9% 
20-30 -10.7% 6.2 + 4.8% 
30-40 -4.6% 6.9 + 8.7% 
40-50 -11.6% 7.7 + 10.4% 
Since the EPB/BCS survey is a continuing survey and published 
regularly, it makes sense to use it as the base for project analysis. 
Knowing what the range of its accuracy is. As the survey is further 
impoved from time to time, that range should get closer. 
Since projections of future incres fran current statistics have 
to be made, it is important to know whether or not the incaTe distribution 
is changing over time. A comprehensive paper on this subject, "Econamic 
Growth and Income Inequality in Korea," a World Bank staff paper published
 
in Feb., 1976 concludes that, "...no serious deterioration of the incae
 
distribution on a nationwide basis took place during the period (1959-1970)."
 
Unless additional studieq are done, it can be assumed that condition.
 
still holds and that projections can be made on the basis of little or
 
no change in incame distribution. 
Incaies have grown on an average of 20% per year over the past five 
years according to the EPB statistics, but over 33% beteen 1974 
and 1975 and over 34% between 1975 and 1976 as shown in the table Lelow. 
Inmaking projections of income to the end of 1977 and 1978, it is 
assumed, based on economic forecasts, that growth will still be strong 
-4­
but will slow off fron the remarkable rate reached in 1976. Projections 
are based on 25% growth in 1977, and 20% in 1978. 
Grc th in average urban incom based on EPB/BOS survey 
Average Total Cost of i/ 
Year 
All Cities 





1968 23,830 N.A. 
1969 27,800 16.7% 42.3 
1970 31,770 14.3% 49.1 -1.8% 
1971 37,660 18.5% 55.7 +5.1% 
1972 43,120 14.5% 62.2 +2.8% 
1973 45,850 6.3% 64.2 +3.1% 
1974 53,710 17.1% 79.8 -­7.2% 
1975 71,610 33.3% 100.0 +8.0% 
1976 95,980 34.0% 115.3 +18.8% 
Projected 
1977 119,975 25.0% 132.6 +10.0%
 
1978 143,970 20.0% 152.5 + 5.0%
 
1/ Overall consumer price index, all cities, EPB 
It is assumed that the income distribution for Seoul is the same as 
for all cities tjnug5the level of incoms is somewhat higher 
Projected incare distribution, all cities based on EPB/BOS survey 
















































































11.0 100.0 over 110,000 over 179,800 over 224,300 over Z80,500 
(actual) (actual) (projected) (projected) 
Average Incae 65,540 107,140 133,900 167,100 
Median Income 52,500 85,900 107,400 134,000 
Growth per Year +25% +20% 
Note: Incaes shown here are mid-1975 and fourth quarter 1976, 77, 
and 78 in order to show incrmes at apprimtely tL time of year HG 
financed units will be sold; not to be confused with previous table which 
shows average incunes for the year.
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ECONOMIC PLANNING BOARD 
REPUBLIC 01" KOREA. 
Seoul, Korca 










With reference to the meeting held at the Economic Planning
 
Board on July 20, 1977, concerning the Fifth Housing Construction
 
Project under the AID Guaranty Housing Program, in the amount of
 
U.S. $25 million for FY 1977 and U.S. $25 million dollars for 
FY 1978, I am pleased to inform you that we agree to the selection 
oz the Yorea National Housing Corporation and the Korea Housing
Bank as borrowers for FY 1977 and FY 1973, respectively; and the 
Government will seek the approval of the National Assembly for 
Korea Housing Bank to act as borrower in FY 1978.
 
It is also my regretful understanding that, under U.S. Law,

F'.: 1973 will be the last year in whicn AID Housing Guaranty Loans 
can be provided to Korea. As you are undoubtedly aware, Korea 
continues to have an urgent need for loan assistance to meet its 
housing needs in the years ahead, and I look forward to your good





Once again, I wish to thank you for the assistance of your
 
government in our nation's housing develcopment plans.
 
Sincerely yours, 
Duck -Woo Nam i 
Deputy Prim inister 
and 
Minister of Econon.ic Planning 
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SUOJECTi KOREA FY 77/74 HOUSING GUARANTY
 
1. MISSION AND EMBASSY HAVE REVIEWED DRAFT AND STRONGI.Y
 
SUPPORT PROPOSED PP FOR KOREA HOUSING GUARANTY 625 MILLION
 




4. DISCUSSIONS OF THE PROGRAM THUS FAR WITH THE MINISTRIES
 
OF FINANCE, CONSORUCTION AND THE ECONOMIC PLANNING BOARD HAVE
 
ALREADY LED TO SIGNIFICANT FIRST STEPS IN IMPROVEMENT OF THE
 
HOUSING FINANCE SYSTEM. THE PROPOSED HG HOUSING FINANCE LOAN
 
FY 78 PHASE (8) AND THE TRANSITION LC'4 FY 77 PHASE (A) WILL
 
HELP ROQKG IN PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF IMPORTANT
 
CHANGES IN THE SYSTEM TO INCREASE LOCALLY GENERATED HOUSING
 
FINANCE RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO LOW INCOME FAMILTES.
 
3. BELIEVE THIS TWO YEAR PROGRAM IS THE NATURAL NEAx
 
STEP IN THE EVALUATION OF THE KOREAN HOUSING GLARANTY
 
PROGRAM FOLLOWING THE SUCCESSFUL ASSISTANCE THAT HAS SEEN
 
GIVEN IN TrIE DEVELOPMENT OF THE OUSING SECTOR, INSTITUTIONS
 
OF KOREA, LOW INCOME MINIMAL SHECTEP AND SOUATTER UPGAROING
 
PROGRAMS, AND THE KOREAN NATIONAL HOUSING POLICY
 









GRADUATED PAYMENT MORTGAGE 
It is anticipated that the first year of the present HIG program
 
will incorporate a level payment mortgage loan based on a nominal rate of
 
intetest, between 12 and 15 percent, reflecting the final decision of the
 
ROKG on the revised mortgage interest rate. It is appropriate that HIG loans
 
conform to the proposed Korean housing finance policy. This implies that
 
HIG loans should be made at interest rates which are consistent with those in
 
the Korean economy and which support the housing finance policy of removing
 
major subsidy factors from mortgage interest rates. Inasmuch as the interest
 
rates in the Korea Housing lank and other mortgage lending entities will be
 
changed January 1978, it is consistent with Korean housing policy to make
 
the first year of the HIG loan at the new rate.
 
While the precise rate is unknown at this time, (it will be between
 
12 and 15 percent) the Korean government has used in its policy documents an
 
estimated rate of 15 percent. For purposes of analysis, it has been assumed
 
that the rate prevailing for the HIG loan will be 15 percent. While the
 
movement of H1G loan funds to the new interest rate supports and strengthens
 
the government's hand in bringing interest rates to market levels, it has
 
the potential of pricing certain low income families out of the housing
 
market. In order to deal with this problem, it is suggested that a graduated
 
payment mortgage be adopted which would allow low income families to obtain
 
a mortgage and to have original payments approximately equal to those which
 
would occur under a 9 percent mortgage rate, which has been shown by prior
 
HIG's to be feasible. The following analysis assumes that the first year's
 
payment would be set at a level necessary to service the loan to the U.S.
 
investor and provide AID guaranty funds in its first year. After the first
 
year, the loan payment increases at a rate of 12.5 percent per year through
 
the tenth year at which point it levels out for the remaining term of the
 
mortgage. The effective interest rate on the loan would be 15 percent over
 
the entire 20 year life of the loan. The 12.5 percent rate of increase in
 
loan payments appears feasible in the Korean economy based on available income
 
statistics. For example, based on monthly income of households living in all
 
cities, the annual rate of increase in household income from 1968 through
 
1976 has been 19.02 percent per year while the rate of increase for the head
 
of the household over this period has been 21.54 percent. The similar figures
 
-2­
for 	the gain from 1975 to 1976 
are 34 percent gain in income for the household
 
and a 36 percent gain for the head of the household.
 
Thus, the 12.5 percent rate of increase appears quite manageable when
 
viewed in comparison to the rate at which income is increasing.
 
A sample approximation of the behavior of the graduated payment loan
 
is shown in Exhibit II. As the exhibit shows, the monthly payment during the
 
first year per thousand dollars lent to the home buyer-borrower is $7.9167.
 
The approximate payment pattern is shown on the exhibit per thousand dollars
 
and for 
a sample 10 pyong unit having a mortgage of $3,000 (W1,449,000). As
 
the sample calculation shows, the beginning payment is $23.76 
(Wi1,476) per
 




Raising mortgage interest rates to 15 percent, and at the Lame time
 




1. 	An interest rate consistent with that adopted for other
 
mortgage loans in the Korean economy and eliminating the
 
major aspects of subsidy.
 
2. 	A loan which is affordable throughout its 
life by the
 
low income target groups which AID seeks to serve.
 
3. 	A loan whose payment pattern is consistent with the
 




4. 	A loan which will generate a substantial pool of
 
housing funds from the spread between the rate
 
charged to the borrower and the rate paid to the
 
U.S. investor. Suc. a pool should be sufficient
 
to cover both dollar risk (devaluation risk) and
 
provide a buildup of excess funds for reinjection
 
into the mortgage lending stream.
 
Discussions have been held with the Korean government and Korea
 
Housing Corporation concerning the institution of such a payment schedule.
 
A further discussion and program development will be carried on prior to the
 
implementation of the proposed HIG program with the intention of developing
 
the graduated payment loan to operational status which will be consistent
 










Approximate Payment Pattern 
Per $1,000 Loan 
Year Amount Year Amount Year Amount 
1 $7.92 4 $11.27 7 $16.05 
2 8.91 5 12.68 8 18.06 




10 Py Unit Mortgage 1.500,000 W (Monthly Payment) 
1 W11,476 4 W16,330 7 W23,256 
2 12,910 5 18,373 8 26,169 






The Republic of Korea 
The Economic Planning Board (EPB 
Korea National Housing Corporation
 
Korea Housing Bank 
Section 221:
 
The total face amount of guaranties issued, outstanding at any one
 
time, shall not exceed $1,030,000,000.
 
Sections 221 and 222 (b):
 
The proposed Guaranty will finance self-liquidating housing projects

under one or more of the 
 following criteria: 
(a) 	 Private housing projects of types similar 
to those insured by HUD and suitable for 
conditions in Korea.
 
(b) 	 Credit institutions in Korea engaged directly 
or indirectly in the financing of home mortgages. 
(c) Low-income housing projects. 
Section 223(a): 
The A.I.D. guaranty fee has been determined by A.I.D. in accordance 
with 	the authority delegated zr the President.
 
Section 223(f): 
The maximum rate of interest allowable to the eligible U.S.investor to be prescribed by the Administrator will not be morethan one percent above the current rate of interest applicable
to housing mortgages insured by the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development. 
Section 223(h): 
No payment may be made under any guaranty issued for any loss arising







The project is designed and planned by A.I.D. so that at least
 
ninety percent (90%) of the face value of the proposed guaranty will
 
be issued for housing suitable for families with incomes below the
 
median income (below the urban median income for the housing in
 
urban areas) in Korea.
 
$25,000,000 of the housing guaranty will be authorized in Fiscal
 
Year 1977. It is planned that the average face value of all housing







The guaranty agreement will cover only lenders who are "eligible

investors" within the meaning of this section of the statute at the
 




There is no available information as to facts which would prohibit

the furnishing of assistance to Korea.
 
ANMEx M 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
AGENCY FOR INTRNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
WAI"INUION. 0. Q 3O13 
ASISTANT 
ADMINISTRATOR 
Provided From: Housing Investment Guaranty Authority
 
For: 
 Republic of Korea - 489-HG-007
 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Assistant Administrator,

Bureau for Asia, by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961,

as amended (FAA), and the delegation of authority issued
 
thereunder, I hereby authorize the 
issuance of guaranties

pursuant to Section 221 of the FAA of not to exceed twenty­five million dollars ($25,000,000) in face amount, assuring

against losses of not to exceed one 
hundred per centun,
(100%) of loan investment and interest with respect to
loans by eligible U.S. investors (Investor) acceptable









1. Term of Guaranty: The loan shall extend
 
for a period of up to thirty years (30) from
 
the date of disbursement of the first install­
ment of the loan and may include a grace period
 
on the repayment of principal of up to ten
 
years (10). The guaranty of the loan shall
 
extend for a period beginning with the first
 
disbursement of the loan and shall continue
 
until such time as the Investor has been paid

in full pursuant to the te:;ms of the loan.
 
2. Interest Rate: The rate of interest payable

to the Investor pursuant to the loan shall not
 
exceed the allowable rate of interest prescribed

pursuant to Section 223 (f) of the FAA and
 
shall be consistent with rates of interest
 
generally available for similar types of loans.
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3. Republic of Korea Guaranty: The Republic
 
of Korea shall provide its full faith and
 
credit guaranty to A.I.D. in United States
 
dollars assuring against any and all losses
 
to A.I.D. by virtue of A.I.D.'s guaranty to
 





 The fee of the United States shall 
be payable in dollars and shall be one-half of 
one per centum (j%) per annum of the outstanding

guarantied amount of the loan plus the fixed 
amount of one percent (1%) of the amount of 
the loan authorized, or any part thereof, to
 
be paid 




5. Other Terms and Conditions: The guaranty

shall be subject to such other terms and
 




















ENVIRONMENTAL THRESHOLD SHEET 	 "NE"
 












ON THE BASIS OF THE 
ATTACHED SUPPORTIVE MATERIALS, I -WrECOMMENO THAT YOU
MAKE THE FOLLOWING 
THRESHOLD DECISION:
 
1. 	THE PROPOSED OFFICE OF HOUSING ACTION 
IS NOT A MAJOR FEDERAL




2. THE PROPOSED AGENCY ACTION IS A MAJOR FEDERAL ACTION, WHICH WILL
HAVE A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON 






 A N ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT IS REQUIRED; 
OR
 
a. AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT IS 
REQUIRED.

3. OUR ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION IS 
NOT COMPLETE. 
WE RECOMMEND THE
FOLLOWING ACTION BE TAKEN:
 
,x 4. THE 
PROPOSED AGENCY ACTION QUALIFIES 

BASED UPON: 
FOR A NEGATIVE DECLARATION,
 
iTHE 
FACT THAT THE AGENCY HAS 
PREVIOUSLY DECIDED
PROGRAMMATIC STATEMENT 
 TO PREPARE A




SUPPORTIVE MATERIALS PREPARED BY: 
 NATI 
 AL A INGS A 
 N LEAGUE 
RoYC LN.,NV NTA L PLANNINGCNUTN
APPROPRIATE OFFICIAL CONCURRENCE: 
 L 
" 
 AN ONSULTANT 
APPROVED: PETER M. 
KIMM 
 5A
ASSISTANT ADMI NISTRATOR'S DECISION: 

° 

"
 
APPROVED:
 
